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ABSTRACT

LEANNA ROSE MCDONALD: Towards understanding the mechanisms of allostery: the investigation of the relationship between dynamics, structure and function in the model allosteric protein CheY
(Under the direction of Andrew Lee)

Allosteric proteins are extremely important in signaling, yet the mechanism(s) of the switch between inactive and active conformations is not clearly understood. It is now widely recognized that dynamics are important to consider for understanding allosteric protein function. *Escherichia coli* CheY, a response regulator protein from the two-component signal transduction system that regulates bacterial chemotaxis, is an ideal protein for the study of allosteric mechanisms. Here, we report an NMR relaxation study of dynamics over multiple timescales at both backbone and side-chain sites upon an allosteric response to phosphorylation. By utilizing $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments, we monitored the inherent dynamic switching of unphosphorylated CheY. We show that unphosphorylated CheY does not undergo a two-state concerted switch between the inactive and active conformations. Interestingly, partial saturation of Mg$^{2+}$ enhances the intrinsic allosteric motions. Taken together with chemical shift perturbations, these data indicate that the $\mu$s-ns timescale motions underlying CheY allostery are segmental in nature. Upon phosphorylation, CheY allosterically responds with a change in dynamics on both the $\mu$s-ns and ps-ns timescale. We observe an apparent decrease and redistribution of $\mu$s-ns dynamics upon phosphorylation of CheY. Additionally, methyl groups with the largest changes in ps-ns dynamics localize to the regions of conformational change measured by $\mu$s-ns dynamics. The limited spread of changes in ps-ns dynamics suggests a distinct
relationship between motions on the μs-ms and ps-ns timescales in CheY. Analysis of an activating mutant A113P yields a similar pattern of side-chain ps-ns dynamic changes as upon phosphorylation. This relationship between an activating mutant and an activating pattern of dynamic changes is further evidence for a distinct relationship between the dynamics on multiple timescales and the function of the protein. The allosteric mechanism utilized by CheY highlights the diversity of roles dynamics play in protein function and the complex mechanisms proteins utilize for allostery.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Overview of Protein Allostery

![Figure 1.1. Allosteric conformational change by multiple mechanisms.](image)

Figure 1.1. Allosteric conformational change by multiple mechanisms. The pathway for KNF and MWC allosteric conformational change is indicated by the orange and green arrows, respectively.

Reliable and efficient molecular signaling is an essential function for cellular survival. Signal propagation requires translation and transmission of a signal event into the correct response. In many cases, the signal event is allosteric: a signaling protein receives a signal at a distal effector site that is transmitted to a second site via long-range intramolecular communication. Allostery typically occurs by an initial perturbation to a protein such as ligand binding or chemical modification which usually causes a change in the conformation and leads to a change in function (e.g. catalytic efficiency or binding affinity) at a distal site.

Despite the widespread nature and crucial function of allostery, the mechanisms by which the long-range communication occur are still not well understood. Classically,
allostery has been described by two competing theories in which both have been shown to be accurate descriptions in separate specific cases. In the Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer (KNF) model, a conformational change only occurs upon the initial perturbation in an induced-fit manner (Figure 1.1, orange arrow). Conversely, in the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model, the protein exists as an equilibrium of conformations in which allosteric perturbation selects a new major conformation in a population shift manner (Figure 1.1, green arrow). Furthermore, the KNF model typically describes a sequential pathway between effector and allosteric sites while the MWC model is linked to a concerted conformational change. Recent studies of allosteric proteins have started to support mechanisms which have aspects of both the KNF and MWC model. This mixed mechanism has been described as an asynchronous population shift for trp RNA-binding attenuation protein (TRAP), a “molecular slide bearing” which allows a range of conformational states in hemoglobin, and conformational spread in the FliM ring of the flagellar motor.

1.1.2 Dynamics as a basis for protein function

Understanding allostery at the molecular level continues to be a challenge. The study of allosteric protein function has been dominated by the use of x-ray crystallography and therefore has been limited to the static structures of proteins. These structures mostly give only time-averaged information about a protein, effectively yielding a “snapshot”. However, in general, proteins are not static molecules and this is especially true for allosteric molecules that dynamically switch between conformations. Therefore, together with the static structural information, dynamics data should give valuable insights into the function of proteins.
Proteins undergo dynamics over a range of timescales (Figure 1.2), ranging from faster than picoseconds to slower than a second. The motions over every timescale can contribute to a protein’s function. The fastest motions are bond vibrations and librations, and these dynamics are considered to have a large contribution to the entropy of the system. Motions on a slower timescale (microsecond-millisecond; μs-ms) are those involving conformational change (e.g. caused by allosteric signaling), ligand binding, and catalysis. The slowest motions are typically due to large scale conformational changes such as domain motions and folding/unfolding.

It has been shown that entropic changes to the protein measured by changes in motions on the ps-ns timescale can cause a change in the function of the protein. The thermodynamics of every process in a protein is made up of two components: enthalpic and entropic. While the enthalpic contribution is usually straightforward to calculate, the entropic contribution is a challenge and difficult to predict. However, conformational entropy can be measured by NMR techniques (described below) and has been shown to contribute to ligand binding for calmodulin, catabolite activator protein, and a pdz domain.

Conformational changes in a protein occur on a slower, μs-ms timescale. These dynamics, often related to a protein’s function, have been monitored for a number of
proteins. For example, the conformations and dynamics of the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) have been well studied.\textsuperscript{15-18} Wright and coworkers have monitored the switching between the ground and excited state for every step in the catalytic cycle.\textsuperscript{15, 16} The conformational switching directly correlates with the kinetics measured by other methods. DHFR is only a single example of the numerous proteins that have dynamics on this timescale essential for their function. Specifically, a few allosteric proteins have studies utilizing NMR techniques to monitor dynamics at atomic level resolution including catabolite activator protein\textsuperscript{19}, the KIX domain of the CREB binding protein\textsuperscript{20}, and the PBX1 homeodomain\textsuperscript{21}.

1.2 CheY as a Model System

1.2.1 Overview of CheY Function

We have chosen the chemotaxis signaling protein CheY for use as a model protein for the study of structural dynamics in allostery. CheY is a response regulator (RR) of a two-component signal transduction system that regulates chemotaxis in \textit{Escherichia coli}.\textsuperscript{22, 23} Upon phosphorylation at D57\textsuperscript{24}, CheY has an increased affinity for the flagellar motor protein, FlIM (Figure 1.3). These two events occur at a significant distance making this signaling event classically allosteric.
Figure 1.3. Crystal structure of active CheY. BeF₄⁻ (phosphoryl mimic, yellow)-bound at the site of phosphorylation, D57 and FliM peptide (green)-bound CheY.

Two component systems are prevalent in bacteria and comprise an RR and a sensor kinase. The majority of RRs include both a receiver domain, which contains the site of phosphorylation, and an output domain which contains the target binding site or catalytic region.²⁵,²⁶ CheY is a RR that is only a single domain homologous to the receiver domains. It is phosphorylated by the histidine kinase, CheA which induces a conformational change and enables CheY to bind the flagellar motor protein FliM.²⁷ The binding of CheY to the flagellar motor causes conformational changes throughout the motor and results in a switch in the flagellar rotation from counterclockwise to clockwise.²⁸

CheY is an important protein in the signaling of *E. coli* chemotaxis, which allows the bacteria to sense and respond to changes in the chemical environment.²⁹ Through this signaling pathway a bacterium is able to move towards an attractant or away from a repellent. Counterclockwise flagellar rotation results in the bacteria’s ability to swim smoothly while clockwise flagellar rotation causes tumbling behavior. Tumbling allows the bacterium to randomly reorient before switching to smooth swimming. For example, reorientation towards an attractant will cause an increase in phosphorylated CheY resulting in a higher likelihood
to continue counterclockwise rotation and therefore smooth swimming. The signaling cascade begins with a receptor sensing the external environment and causing an increase in phosphorylated CheA. CheA then phosphorylates CheY which binds the flagellar motor. The flagellar motor is composed of numerous proteins in a large complex. The portion protruding furthest in the intracellular direction is the C-ring, composed of 35 FliM, 140 FliN, and 25 FliG molecules. The main interaction of CheY is with FliM, but FliN has been shown to have lesser interactions. Binding of CheY to FliM is thought to disrupt FliM’s interaction with FliG and cause an important conformational transition to switch flagellar rotation. The ability of a cell to quickly signal to change direction is extremely important. It is for this reason that CheY has a rapid autodephosphorylation rate of 2.5 min⁻¹. This means it is difficult to study the phosphorylated state and it has become common to utilize BeFx as a phosphoryl mimic. Lastly, CheY can also be dephosphorylated by the phosphatase CheZ. For both phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, the presence of Mg²⁺ is required.

Upon phosphorylation at D57, CheY undergoes a conformational change which allows binding to FliM. The largest regions of change in the backbone localize to the β4-α4 and β5-α5 loops (Figure 1.4). The β4-α4 loop moves in an “upward” manner to create space for the rotation of Y106 to an inward position. This rotation of Y106 is an extremely important switch to the binding-competent conformation since Y106 sterically hinders the binding of FliM when in the “out” position. It has been proposed that the β4-α4 loop motions are coupled with rotation of Y106 to enable the conformational switch. A second proposed mechanism of allosteric conformational switch in CheY is the “Y-T coupling mechanism” in which the signal from the site of phosphorylation is propagated through T87 to Y106 as the central switching in the protein. The conformational switch also includes a
number of changes in side-chain positioning and rotation noted by comparing the respective crystal structures including K109, F14, E89, W58, and others.

![Diagram of protein structure](image)

**Figure 1.4. Conformational change upon phosphorylation in CheY.** Overlay of apo-CheY (red) and phosphoryl mimic BeF$_4$-bound CheY (green).

### 1.2.2 Using CheY as a Model Allosteric Protein

Response regulator receiver domains have been widely studied for their role in two-component signal transduction systems in bacteria. Because of this breadth of knowledge and their small size, they have become a popular structural and dynamical model for the study of protein allostery. The receiver domain from nitrogen regulator protein C (NtrC) has been shown to display a two-state dynamic equilibrium between inactive and active conformations with a proposed allosteric mechanism in line with the MWC model.\textsuperscript{39,40} NtrC, like CheY, becomes phosphorylated in its receiver domain, but unlike CheY, its signaling pathway is complicated by the necessity of NtrC to form a homodimer (and subsequent hexamer) and signal to its output domains. The studies on NtrC have played a major role in forming the current paradigm for understanding the allosteric mechanisms in RRs. However, study of a simpler system such as CheY could lead to large insights not available through study of NtrC.
Other than the comparison to NtrC, currently the allosteric mechanism in CheY is understood through inspections of its conformation by x-ray crystallography and mutational and biochemical characterization. CheY is thought to exist in a pre-existing equilibrium in the unphosphorylated state between the binding-incompetent (inactive; I) and binding competent (active; A) conformations. The ability of unphosphorylated CheY to reach the active conformation is supported by CheY’s ability to bind FliM in the absence of phosphorylation and Y106 found both in the solvent exposed and buried conformations in the unphosphorylated crystal structure (Figure 1.4). Additionally, binding of FliM, CheA, and CheZ to CheY affect its autophosphorylation rate which is hypothesized to be caused by a shift in the equilibrium between I and A. Together these data suggest a simple two-state population shift mechanism for the allosteric conformational change in CheY. However, recent results have complicated this simple idea. The crystal structure of FliM bound to the unphosphorylated CheY reveals an intermediate CheY conformation. Some single site mutations in CheY also yield a conformation not corresponding with either I or A. Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations suggest that Y106 rotamer orientation and the formation of a hydrogen bond between T87 and the phosphoryl group are independent of one another. This suggests that CheY is able to access multiple conformations, not just I and A. Therefore, the simple two-state switch between I and A may not be as straightforward as previously thought.
1.3 Methods for Measuring Protein Dynamics

1.3.1 Spin Relaxation and Molecular Dynamics

Fundamental to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is the perturbation of a nuclear spin away from the ground state by a radio frequency pulse. Subsequently, the nuclear spin seeks to return to equilibrium. The rate of spontaneous transition back to the ground state is very slow and therefore these transitions rely on external stimulation. It is this key fact that connects spin relaxation to molecular dynamics; motions at specific frequency are responsible for the relaxation of excited spin states.

The NMR-active nuclei for which spin relaxation is typically measured in biomolecules are $^{15}$N, $^{13}$C and $^2$H. For these, there are two main mechanisms by which relaxation is induced: dipole-dipole interactions and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). The dipole-dipole mechanism results from the reorientation of a bond vector in relation to the static magnetic field. If the reorientation is at the appropriate frequency, relaxation will occur. The second mechanism, CSA, results from the fluctuations in the spatially oriented shielding of a nuclei. Both mechanisms have contributions from overall molecular tumbling and/or local fluctuations of a molecule.

In this work, we measure $^{15}$N and $^2$H relaxation rates, which are for the measure of backbone and methyl side-chain protein dynamics, respectively. For the backbone, spin-lattice (longitudinal) relaxation ($R_1$), spin-spin (transverse) relaxation ($R_2$) with the addition of the $^1$H-$^{15}$N nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) are measured utilizing a heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) type experiment. Similarly, for the side-chains, we measure quadrupolar transverse relaxation ($D_q$) and quadrupolar longitudinal relaxation ($D_z$).
The connection between spin relaxation and molecular motions are clear and their relationship is described by the spectral density function, \( J(\omega) \). The spectral density function describes the probability to excite transitions at a certain frequency, \( \omega \), or more precisely, the density of fluctuation for that \( \omega \) for a given bond vector. If we assume a rigid molecule tumbling isotropically, the spectral density is expressed as

\[
J(\omega) = \frac{\tau_m}{1 + \omega^2 \tau_m^2},
\]

where \( \tau_m \) is the characteristic global tumbling time for the molecule. The faster a protein tumbles in solution, the wider the frequency range available to relax the excited nucleus. Since we know molecules are not completely rigid, we must use a more complex spectral density function and the most common is the Lipari-Szabo “model free” formalism.\(^{46,47}\)

Model-free only assumes that \( \tau_m >> \tau_e \), in which \( \tau_e \) is the effective internal correlation time, and the internal and global motions are independent of one another. The model-free spectral density is

\[
J(\omega) = \frac{2}{5} \left( \frac{S^2 \tau_m}{1 + \omega^2 \tau_m^2} - \frac{(1 - S^2) \tau_m}{1 + \omega^2 \tau_e^2} \right),
\]

where \( S^2 \) is the amplitude of local fluctuations called the order parameter. The value of \( S^2 \) can vary between 0, no spatial preference and 1, completely rigid. This function can be modified to account for transverse relaxation due to chemical exchange \((R_{ex})\) and internal motions occurring on two different timescales \((S^2_f \text{ and } S^2_s, \text{ fast and slow, respectively})\).

1.3.2 Characterizing ps-ns backbone dynamics using \(^{15}\)N relaxation

Motions of the protein backbone on the ps-ns timescale are monitored by measuring \(^{15}\)N relaxation rates (Figure 1.2) which account for the \(^{15}\)N-\(^1\)H amide bond vector. As mentioned above, to get a full picture of the dynamics more than one relaxation rate must be
measured. The three $^{15}$N relaxation parameters ($R_1$, $R_2$, and $\{^{1}H\}^{15}$N NOE) can be written in terms of the spectral density function:

$$R_1 = d^2 [J(\omega_H - \omega_N) + 3J(\omega_N) + 6J(\omega_H + \omega_N)] + c^2 J(\omega_N)$$

$$R_2 = \frac{d^2}{2} [4J(0) + J(\omega_H - \omega_N) + 3J(\omega_N) + 6J(\omega_H) + 6J(\omega_H + \omega_N)] + \frac{c^2}{6} [3J(\omega_N) + 4J(0)] + R_{ex}$$

$$NOE = 1 + (\gamma_H/\gamma_N)d^2[6J(\omega_H + \omega_N) - J(\omega_H - \omega_N)]\frac{1}{R_1}$$

where $d^2 = \frac{1}{10} \gamma_N^2 \gamma_H^2 \hbar^2 (1/\tau_{NH}^3)^2$ and $c^2 = \frac{2}{15} \gamma_N^2 H_0^2 \Delta \sigma^2$ which are the strength of the dipole interaction and a scaling factor related to including the contribution of CSA, respectively; $\gamma_x$ is the gyromagnetic ratio for x, $\tau_{NH}^3$ is the N-H bond distance, $H_0$ is the strength of the static magnetic field, and $\Delta \sigma$ is the anisotropy of the $^{15}$N chemical shift tensor. Backbone dynamics parameters are calculated by a search for a minimal difference between experimental and theoretical relaxation values. The backbone is generally very rigid with $S^2$ values between 0.8 and 0.9 with lower values often observed in long loops or termini (Figure 1.5, black circles).

**Figure 1.5.** Order parameter comparison for backbone and side chains. $S^2$ (black) and $S^2_{axis}$ (grey) are displayed for unphosphorylated CheY.
1.3.3 Characterizing ps-ns side-chain dynamics using $^2H$ relaxation

To measure dynamics of side-chain methyl groups, $^2H$ relaxation of CH$_2$D groups are made. $D_z$ (longitudinal) and $D_y$ (transverse) relaxation rates are given by

$$
D_z = \frac{3}{16} \left( \frac{e^2 q Q}{\hbar^2} \left[ J(\omega_D) + 4J(2\omega_D) \right] \right)
$$

$$
D_y = \frac{1}{32} \left( \frac{e^2 q Q}{\hbar^2} \left[ 9J(0) + 15J(\omega_D) + 6J(2\omega_D) \right] \right)
$$

where $e^2 q Q$ is the quadrupolar coupling constant. Measurement of the $D_y$ and $D_z$ relaxation rates is possible for the lone $^2H$ of the $^{13}$CH$_2$D isotopomer. Knowledge of these rates allow dynamics parameters of the methyl symmetry axis to be obtained: $S_{axis}^2$ and $\tau_{e, axis}$. The meaning of these parameters and the fitting is the same as for the backbone. These experiments are only able to characterize terminal methyl groups and therefore, are limited in which amino acids can be measured. In contrast to the backbone, side-chains have a much larger range of order parameter values (Figure 1.5, grey circles) and are very sensitive to perturbation of the protein.

1.3.4 Characterizing μs-ms backbone dynamics using $^{15}$N relaxation dispersion

The previous experiments characterize motions on the ps-ns timescale, however slower motions are often critical for protein function. The $R_2$ relaxation is a combination of the intrinsic relaxation rate $R_2^0$ and the relaxation due to exchange:

$$
R_2 = R_2^0 + R_{ex}.
$$

While there are multiple experiments designed for the measure of slower timescale motions in proteins such as ZZ-exchange and $R_{1ps}$, here we use Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion experiments (Figure 1.2). These experiments monitor chemical
exchange on the μs-ms timescale by utilizing HSQC-based experiments. By varying the spacing between 180° pulses (τ_{cp}) in the CPMG pulse train, we are to monitor the effect on peak intensity by the dephasing of nuclear magnetization during this period caused by chemical exchange. For a given τ_{cp}, the effective R_2 (R_{2,eff}) can be calculated by

\[ R_{2,eff} = -\frac{1}{T} \ln \frac{I}{I_0} \]

where I and I_0 are the peak intensity with and without the CPMG period, respectively and T is the total time of the relaxation period which is kept constant.

In the simplest case, exchange occurs between two states:

\[ \overset{k_1}{\underset{k_{-1}}{\text{A}}} \overset{}{\underset{}{\longrightarrow}} \overset{}{\underset{}{\text{B}}} \]  

(1.6)

Assuming this simple case, R_{2,eff} is dependent on τ_{cp} according to the Carver-Richards equation to relate R_\text{ex} to the kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the chemical exchange:

\[ R_{2,eff}(1/\tau_{cp}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( R_{2A}^0 + R_{2B}^0 + k_{ex} - \frac{1}{\tau_{cp}} \cosh^{-1}[D_+ \cosh(\eta_+) - D_- \cosh(\eta_-)] \right) \]

\[ D_\pm = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \pm 1 + \frac{\Psi + 2\Delta\omega^2}{(\Psi^2 + \zeta^2)^{1/2}} \right] \]

\[ \eta_\pm = \frac{\tau_{cp}}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \pm \Psi + (\Psi^2 + \zeta^2)^{1/2} \right]^{1/2} \]  

(1.7)

\[ \Psi = (R_{2A}^0 - R_{2B}^0 - p_A k_{ex} + p_B k_{ex})^2 - \Delta\omega^2 + 4p_A p_B k_{ex}^2 \]

\[ \zeta = 2\Delta\omega(R_{2A}^0 - R_{2B}^0 - p_A k_{ex} + p_B k_{ex}) \]

where \( k_{ex} \) is the exchange rate (\( k_{ex} = k_1 + k_{-1} \)), p_A (p_B) is the population of state A (B), \( R_{2A}^0 \) (\( R_{2B}^0 \)) is the intrinsic R_2 of A (B), and Δω is the chemical shift difference between A and B.

In the limit of fast exchange, this equation simplifies to
\[ R_{2,\text{eff}}(1/\tau_{cp}) = R_2(1/\tau_{cp} \to \infty) + (p_Ap_B\Delta\omega^2/k_{ex})\left[1 - 2 \tanh(k_{ex}\tau_{cp}/2)/(k_{ex}\tau_{cp})\right] \tag{1.8} \]

It is important to remember that the Carver-Richards equation and the fast approximation assume the simple case of two site exchange. For more complicated cases, it is simpler to use the Bloch-McConnell equations for fitting to exchange parameters. In principle these experiments can be applied to any NMR active nuclei, here we solely use $^{15}$N relaxation dispersion experiments. For the more complicated case of 3+ state exchange, it is necessary to collect additional experiments for accurate fitting.

1.4 Overview of This Work

In this work, we utilize CheY as a model allosteric protein to increase understanding of the allosteric mechanisms proteins use. While allosteric signaling mechanisms have been studied for decades, there is a lack of information about the molecular dynamics associated with the signaling event. Here we aim to close that gap by studying CheY on a range of timescales while utilizing the immense structural and biochemical information already available for the protein.

Chapter 2 focuses on the molecular dynamics on the timescale of the conformational switch, $\mu$s-$\text{ms}$. We find that unphosphorylated CheY does not change conformations in a simple two state switch but in a segmental manner. These results led to follow-up studies on this timescale described in Chapters 3 and 4 of the phosphorylated CheY and activating mutant A113P CheY. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, we investigate how the dynamics on a faster timescale (ps-ns) change upon phosphorylation of CheY. Together with results described in Chapter 4 of the fast timescale dynamics of A113P CheY, we suggest that the
dynamics on multiple timescale in CheY are correlated and this correlation is important for the allosteric signaling. Lastly, Chapter 5 deals with discovery of long range communication within an allosteric protein. The results are preliminary, but further experiments could lead to great insights in combination with the preceding dynamics results.
CHAPTER 2
SEGMENTAL MOTIONS, NOT A TWO-STATE CONCERTED SWITCH UNDERLIE ALLOSTERY IN CHEY

2.1 Introduction

Allosteric conformational change is critical for the function of many proteins. At the present time, it is not generally understood how allosteric conformational changes are executed or how many different execution strategies exist. As a simpler alternative to defining precise conformational change trajectories, there has been intense focus directed at the “selected fit” versus “induced fit” paradigms, as well as at concerted vs. propagated conformational changes. The pairing of selected fit with a concerted conformational change – that is, a simple “switch” – has been particularly popular. It is widely recognized that dynamics are central to these processes, yet there are few experiments that have been carried out to directly assess some of the basic assumptions of allostery. Hence there is a need for experimental dynamics data on the timescale of conformational equilibria in allosteric proteins.

Receiver domains from response regulator (RR) proteins have been studied extensively and, because of their small size, have become favored as models for understanding conformational allostery. RRs, along with sensor kinases, comprise the two-component system ubiquitous in prokaryotes. RRs usually consist of an input receiver domain that is activated by phosphorylation, and an output domain that transmits the signal

into various activities such as DNA binding.\textsuperscript{25, 26} Accordingly, the ability of the receiver domain to undergo a well-defined conformational change is a vital component of RR function.\textsuperscript{27, 56} The chemotaxis protein Y (CheY) from \textit{Escherichia coli} is a RR that regulates chemotactic flagellar rotation.\textsuperscript{22, 23} Because it lacks an output domain, the CheY receiver domain must both accept a phosphoryl group and directly activate its downstream effector; in response to phosphorylation at D57\textsuperscript{24}, which requires the presence of Mg\textsuperscript{2+}\textsuperscript{36}, CheY undergoes a conformational change that enables it to directly bind the flagellar motor switch protein FliM at a surface distal to D57. CheY binding to FliM promotes a change in the flagellar rotation from counterclockwise to clockwise.\textsuperscript{28} Unphosphorylated CheY also interacts with FliM, though with considerably reduced affinity.\textsuperscript{41, 57}

As is common in allosteric signaling molecules, CheY samples an active conformation (“A”, FliM binding competent) and an inactive conformation (“I”, FliM binding incompetent). In the I conformation, FliM binding is sterically hindered by the location of Y106 in a solvent exposed or “out” position (Figure 2.1A). Upon activation by phosphorylation, Y106 (~11 Å away from the phosphoaspartate) rotates to the “in”, buried position, relieving the hindrance. T87 hydrogen bonds with the phosphoryl group and has been shown to be an important link for Y106 rotation.\textsuperscript{27, 58} Motion of the β4-α4 loop, consisting of residues 88-91, facilitates burial of Y106\textsuperscript{37, 38}, leading to the possibility that residues in the loop (in addition to T87) may be involved in the signaling. Together with small changes in the β5-α5 loop and side-chain motions of K109 and F14, the I and A conformations differ mainly in the Y106 rotation and the location of the β4-α4 loop.\textsuperscript{27}

The prevailing conceptual framework for receiver domain activation/allostery has been that the protein exists in a dynamic equilibrium that accesses both the I and A
conformations, in line with the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model of allostery. The following findings provide evidence of an I-to-A state conformational equilibrium: (1) in the absence of phosphorylation, CheY still has the ability to stimulate clockwise flagellar rotation;\(^{41}\) (2) in the crystal structure of unphosphorylated, Mg\(^{2+}\)-free CheY, both “out” and “in” conformations of the Y106 side chain were observed;\(^{42}\) (3) binding of FliM, CheA, and CheZ peptides to CheY affect its ability to phosphorylate and can be explained by a ligand-induced shift of the I-to-A equilibrium;\(^{43}\) (4) NMR studies of the receiver domains of Spo0F and NtrC showed that in regions where structural changes upon phosphorylation were observed, there was enhanced transverse relaxation due to conformational exchange on the \(\mu s-ms\) time scale;\(^{39,59}\) and (5) mutant NtrC proteins revealed a correlation between activity/inactivity and a two-state equilibrium between active and inactive conformations.\(^{39,40}\) While these data are consistent with a two-state switch of RRs, direct detection of a two-state dynamic process between active and inactive conformations has been elusive.

Complicating the simple idea of a pre-existing equilibrium between I and A conformations are several crystal structures of CheY that show intermediate conformations.\(^{37,44,45}\) Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations indicated that Y106 rotation and the formation of a hydrogen bond between T87 and the phosphoryl group are independent of one another.\(^{38}\) These studies showed that CheY is not restricted to the two end states and taken together suggest that it can be trapped in metastable states that presumably are sampled along the allosteric conformational change trajectory. It is unknown, however, whether such trapped states are functionally relevant or are merely artifacts from crystallization; it also remains unknown what the relevant timescales are for conformational switching in CheY.
In order to further understand the allosteric switch CheY undergoes upon phosphorylation, we investigated the conformational equilibrium that occurs in the unphosphorylated protein. NMR relaxation dispersion was used to measure the dynamics of CheY switching to test for consistency with a two-state model. We found that a physiological level of Mg\(^{2+}\) likely plays a critical role in promoting allosteric conformational changes. Nevertheless, whether Mg\(^{2+}\) is present or absent, unphosphorylated CheY appears not to undergo two-state concerted switching between I and A conformations. Rather, the data are more suggestive of a model in which CheY switches in a non-concerted, segmental fashion. Local sites may occupy their active conformations at different times utilizing a previously undescribed signaling network consisting of A88 with T87 and the quartet of W58, M85, E89, and Y106.

### 2.2 Materials and Methods

#### 2.2.1 Protein expression and purification

*E. coli* CheY DNA (provided by Dr. Bob Bourret, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) was subcloned into the pET28a plasmid (Novagen). Mutants were made by site-directed mutagenesis PCR. The CheY vector was transformed into BL21 Star (DE3) cells (Invitrogen) and grown in minimal media with the appropriate isotope(s): \(^{15}\text{NH}_4\text{Cl}\) (99%) and/or D-glucose (U\(^{13}\text{C}_6\)-99%) as the sole nitrogen and carbon sources, respectively). Samples for relaxation dispersion were grown to yield high (>80%) \(^2\text{H}\) incorporation. Cells were grown at 37 °C until A\(_{600}\) reached 0.6. Isopropyl 1-thio-\(\beta\)-D-galactopyranoside was added to a final concentration of 1 mM and cells were grown for an additional 22-26 hours.
(32-36 hours if 2H2O used) at 20 °C. The cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in buffer A (25 mM Tris, 10 mM MgCl2, pH 8.0), and stored at -20 °C until needed.

Resuspended cells underwent three freeze/thaw cycles and sonication. The lysate was then centrifuged at 6000 rpm and dialyzed overnight into buffer A at 4 °C. The protein was purified on a Q Sepharose Fast Flow column equilibrated with buffer A. CheY eluted approximately halfway along a gradient of buffer B (buffer A with the addition of 1.5 M NaCl) from 10 to 55% buffer B over 135 mL. The eluent was passed over either a G-50 or G-75 gel-filtration column equilibrated with NMR buffer (50 mM NaPi, 0.02% NaN3, pH 7.0 and an appropriate amount of MgCl2 and/or EDTA). Pure CheY was concentrated to between 1.2 and 3 mM and stored at 4 °C. Concentrations were determined using the extinction coefficient of 10.3 cm⁻¹/mM⁶⁰ and 14.3 cm⁻¹/mM for wild-type and Y106W CheY, respectively.

2.2.2 NMR Spectroscopy

All NMR spectra were collected on 1 mM CheY with NMR buffer and 10% 2H2O. The appropriate amount of MgCl2 or EDTA was present in the NMR buffer, depending on the experiment. NMR experiments were collected at 15 °C on Varian INOVA spectrometers equipped with room-temperature (500 and 600 MHz) or cryogenic (700 MHz) probes. Assignments for wild-type CheY in the presence of 10 mM Mg²⁺ were made from triple resonance experiments, supplemented by previously published assignments. We made use of both triple resonance experiments and assignments of wild-type CheY to assign mutant and BeF₃-bound wild-type CheY (both in the presence of 10 mM Mg²⁺). Assignments of CheY in the presence of 1 mM EDTA were made based on following peak shifts during
titration with Mg\(^{2+}\). All NMR data were processed using NMRPipe\(^{62}\) and visualized with NMRDraw and NMRView.\(^{63}\)

2.2.3 Preparation of BeF\(_x\)-bound CheY

NMR samples of BeF\(_x\)-bound CheY were prepared with high enough concentrations of BeCl\(_2\) and NaF to ensure saturation of CheY and in an ideal ratio for a BeF\(_3^-\) complex. The samples were prepared by first combining all components of a typical unphosphorylated CheY sample (e.g. 1 mM CheY protein, 10 mM MgCl\(_2\), 10% D\(_2\)O). Then BeCl\(_2\) and lastly NaF were added to a final concentration of 4 mM and 25 mM, respectively. The samples were then left at room temperature overnight and centrifuged briefly before transferring to an NMR tube.

2.2.4 \(^{15}\)N CPMG Relaxation Dispersion

Relaxation dispersion experiments were carried out using relaxation-compensated CPMG experiments.\(^{64}\) Most experiments were collected with a 40 ms total CPMG period and one with 20 ms. 12 or 13 \(\tau_{cp}\) values with 2 duplicates and a reference experiment were collected interleaved. \(R_{2,\text{eff}}\) was calculated from peak intensities as previously described.\(^{65}\)

NMR relaxation dispersion experiments measuring motions on the \(\mu\)s-ms timescale were fit assuming a two-state model. Residues were considered to have significant motions and worth analyzing if \(R_{ex} > 2 \text{ s}^{-1}\). These residues were analyzed as previously described.\(^{17}\) Briefly, using an F-test (\(a_{\text{critical}} = 0.01\)), the data were fit to both a model that assumes no exchange and a simple two-state model to determine which residues exhibited a significant dependence of \(R_{2,\text{eff}}\) on \(1/\tau_{cp}\). These residues were then fit to the Carver-Richards equation.\(^{48}\)
By fitting the dependence of $R_{2,\text{eff}}$ on $1/\tau_{cp}$, the exchange rate ($k_{ex}$), populations ($p_l$, $p_A$), and chemical shifts ($\Delta\omega$) were determined. Data from two and three field strengths were fit simultaneously for 1 mM EDTA and 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$, respectively, using the in-house program extrate2.0. Errors were estimated by Monte Carlo simulation.

In the limit of fast exchange, equation 2.3 can be used to fit dispersion curves. Residues were also fit to this equation to assess appropriateness of the Carver-Richards equation. For many of the slower residues, the simplified fast equation did not give the same fit as the Carver-Richards equation and therefore we decided the latter was needed to distinguish the best parameters.

Fitting all of the residues together to the same $k_{ex}$ and $p_l$ or “group fitting” was done in the same manner as previously described. In order to justify group fitting, $\chi^2_{\text{group}}/\chi^2_{\text{local}} \leq 2$ where $\chi^2_{\text{local}}$ is the $\chi^2$ when a residue is locally fit and $\chi^2_{\text{group}}$ is the $\chi^2$ of the same residue when group fit. If necessary, the residue with the highest ratio is removed and the group fitting is attempted again. For CheY, the attempt to group fit resulted in elimination of all residues partly due to the high quality of data.

After all fitting was complete, two residues (G39 in 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ and D13 in 1 mM EDTA) were determined to have errors that were too large to be accurately fit. Visual inspection revealed both of the peaks to be extremely broad in the $^1$H-$^{15}$N HSQC. Therefore, these residues undergo motions but are unable to be fit due to high error in the intensity measurements. These residues were removed from any further quantitative interpretation of the data.

Utilizing cpmg_fit (provided by Dmitry Korzhnev and Lewis Kay), curves from each residue were fit to a three-state model; however, the fits were not robust due to the limited
data. These preliminary fits yielded individual three-state parameters that were diverse. Nevertheless, using an F-test ($\alpha_{\text{critical}} = 0.05$), three residues (A36, T87, and E89) in 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ fit better to a three-state model than a two-state model. In 1mM EDTA, no residues showed improvement with a three-state fit. Additionally, group fitting to a three-state model did not provide significant statistical improvement. This suggests that CheY is not functioning as a three-state concerted switch.

The sign of $\Delta \omega$ was determined from comparison of peak positions in the HSQC and HMQC spectra.$^{66}$

2.2.5 Determination of approximate $R_{ex}$ by relaxation dispersion

An estimate of $R_{ex}$ can be obtained by using a very low and a very high $1/\tau_{cp}$, as long as the rate of exchange is less than $\sim 5000 \text{ s}^{-1}$. We used the same experimental set-up as used for measuring full relaxation dispersion curves (as described above) except only two $\tau_{cp}$ values, 10.0 ms and 0.556 ms were employed. A 40 ms total relaxation time ($T$) was used and all $R_{ex}$ estimates were made at 15 °C. $R_{ex}$ was calculated from the peak intensities for each plane using

$$R_{ex} = \frac{1}{I} \ln \frac{I_{\tau_{cp}=0.556 \text{ms}}}{I_{\tau_{cp}=10 \text{ms}}}$$

(2.1)
in which $I$ is the peak intensity for the given $\tau_{cp}$ value.

2.2.6 Binding affinity determination of Mg$^{2+}$

The $K_d$ for CheY and Mg$^{2+}$ was calculated using chemical shift perturbations of $^1$H-$^15$N HSQC spectra using a titration of 8 concentrations ranging from 0 to 12 mM MgCl$_2$. To be consistent with the NMR CPMG experiments, the titrations were carried out in NMR buffer (50mM NaPi, pH 7.0) at 15 °C. To ensure removal of any residual Mg$^{2+}$, CheY was
buffer exchanged into NMR Buffer with 1 mM EDTA and then buffer exchanged into NMR buffer without EDTA or Mg\(^{2+}\). Residues were only included in the analysis if the change in chemical shift between the highest and lowest Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations was greater than one standard deviation above the average. Therefore, 10 and 9 residues were used for the \(K_d\) calculation of wild-type and Y106W CheY, respectively. Residues were individually fit assuming a single binding site, and the reported \(K_d\) is the average. Error was estimated from Monte Carlo simulations. We measured the wild-type \(K_d\) to be 1.5 ± 0.3 mM which is near to other reported values of 1.0 ± 0.2 mM\(^{67}\) and 0.45 ± 0.03 mM.\(^{36}\) The binding affinity of Mg\(^{2+}\) to the CheY mutant Y106W was measured in the same manner and was also found to be 1.5 ± 0.3 mM.

2.2.7 Binding affinity determination of FliM

Binding of CheY to the FliM peptide (MGDSILSQAEIDALLN) was measured by fluorescence similar to the procedure previously described.\(^{43}\) CheY in NMR buffer at 10 μM was titrated with concentrated FliM peptide in NMR buffer. Phosphorylated CheY was measured using CheY in the presence of 10 mM MgCl\(_2\) and approximately 50 mM Phosphoramidate. All binding experiments were performed at 15 °C.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Microsecond-millisecond motions are along the allosteric path

Large scale conformational changes in proteins frequently occur on the slow, or μs-ms, timescale.\(^{11,12}\) In an attempt to measure the dynamic switching between the I and A conformations of unphosphorylated CheY, we used \(^{15}\)N Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)
relaxation dispersion experiments to measure motions on this timescale.\textsuperscript{48} These experiments elucidate processes on the μs-ms timescale that contribute to broadening (or “width”) of NMR peaks. Specifically, the NMR line width is proportional to the transverse relaxation rate, $R_2$, which is comprised of an “intrinsic” rate, $R_2^0$, and a rate that arises from conformational exchange processes on the μs-ms timescale, $R_{ex}$:

$$R_2 = R_2^0 + R_{ex}.$$  \hfill (2.2)

The CPMG relaxation dispersion experiment measures the suppression of $R_{ex}$ contributions to $R_2$ as a function of spacing between 180° pulses in the CPMG train, $\tau_{cp}$.\textsuperscript{64} For a two-state exchange process in the limit of fast exchange on the NMR timescale,

$$R_{2,\text{eff}}\left(\frac{1}{\tau_{cp}}\right) = R_2^0 + \left(p_I p_A \Delta \omega^2 \right) \left[1 - \frac{2 \tanh \left(\frac{k_{ex} \tau_{cp}}{2}\right)}{k_{ex} \tau_{cp}} \right],$$  \hfill (2.3)

where $p_I$ and $p_A$ are populations of the major and minor states, $\Delta \omega$ is the difference in chemical shift between the two states, and $k_{ex}$ is the rate of exchange between I and A ($= k_1 + k_1$). A longer expression (the Carver-Richards equation) exists for the general case.\textsuperscript{48} A particular residue’s $R_{ex}$ value is considered to be non-zero (i.e. affected by conformational exchange) if $R_{ex} > 2$ s$^{-1}$, as described in the Materials and Methods.

Pilot relaxation dispersion experiments indicated that the dispersion curves were more pronounced at lower temperatures, and 15 °C was determined to be a good compromise between pronounced dispersion curves and signal-to-noise. Under the standard conditions of 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$, $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion data were collected at 500, 600, and 700 MHz for CheY. Residues with non-zero $R_{ex}$ values localized to the active site and FliM binding interface, which includes residues T87, A88, and E89 (in the β4-α4 loop), as well as
Y106 and V107 (Figure 2.1A). This was not surprising since all substantial conformational differences between the I and A states are limited to this region. There were no non-zero $R_{ex}$ values elsewhere in the protein, detected either by CPMG relaxation dispersion or by model-free analysis of $T_1$, $T_2$, and $\{^1H\}{}^{15}N$ NOE data. Therefore, at a qualitative level, these data are consistent with motion corresponding to the I-to-A transition.

Figure 2.1. $^{15}N$ CPMG Relaxation dispersion data from unphosphorylated CheY in the presence of 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$. (A) Structure of unphosphorylated CheY using 3CHY with the side-chain orientation of D57 and Mg$^{2+}$ location from 2CHE. Residues with non-zero $R_{ex}$ values at 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ are displayed as blue spheres. Black indicates residues that are too broad to be measured. Highlighted in yellow are Y106 and the site of phosphorylation, D57. For Y106, the “in” rotamer indicates active and “out” indicates inactive CheY. (B) Raw CPMG dispersion curves are displayed for 6 example residues at 700 MHz (blue), 600 MHz (red) and 500 MHz (green). Lines are local fits to the Carver-Richards equation with parameters given in Table 1. (C) $\Delta\omega$ values from local fits of relaxation dispersion are plotted against $\Delta\delta$ using the difference between unphosphorylated CheY and BeF$_x$-bound CheY both with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$. $\Delta\delta$ was determined using $\Delta\delta' = N^{10mM}Mg^{2+} - N^{BeF_x}$, where to get the final $\Delta\delta$ value we made an additional adjustment. Since unphosphorylated CheY is not completely inactive and BeF$_x$-bound CheY is not completely active, we used $\Delta\delta = 1.05\Delta\delta'$. The blue line has a slope of 1.
2.3.2 Motions measured by relaxation dispersion do not result from a single conformational switch event

The relaxation dispersion curves (Figure 2.1B) were quantitatively analyzed using the general Carver-Richards equation\textsuperscript{48} to fit each residue individually (i.e., “local fits”, see Materials and Methods). A total of 11 residues could be fit with reasonable precision. If CheY switches concertedly in a simple two-state manner between I and A conformations, we would expect to measure the same exchange rate and populations for all residues. However, the fits yielded a range of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters (Table 2.1). Exchange rates varied from slow (~1300 s\(^{-1}\) for residues 12 and 38) to fast (~3000 s\(^{-1}\) for residues 106 and 107) and populations varied from 90% - 99% of I. The different exchange rates were also evident in the raw dispersion curves (compare rows of Figure 2.1B). In addition, two-state or three-state concerted switching could not be rationalized based on attempts to group fit the data (see Materials and Methods for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>(k_{\text{ex}}) (s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(\Delta \omega) (ppm)</th>
<th>(p_i)</th>
<th>(R_2^\circ) (s(^{-1})) 500 MHz</th>
<th>(R_2^\circ) (s(^{-1})) 600 MHz</th>
<th>(R_2^\circ) (s(^{-1})) 700 MHz</th>
<th>(\chi^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1220 ± 50</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.94 ± 0.01</td>
<td>13.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>13.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>14.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1910 ± 300</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.02</td>
<td>13.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>13.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>1370 ± 70</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>14.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>15.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>2060 ± 180</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>12.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>12.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>13.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>3620 ± 460</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>13.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>13.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>13.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>2100 ± 330</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>15.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>15.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>16.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>1370 ± 180</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.01</td>
<td>15.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>16.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>1230 ± 280</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.04</td>
<td>20.1 ± 1</td>
<td>20.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>21.0 ± 0.8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>246 ± 31</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>15.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>17.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>3100 ± 410</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>16.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>17.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>18.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>2840 ± 380</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>17.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>17.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>19.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Local fits of \(^{15}\text{N}\) CPMG relaxation dispersion for CheY in the presence of 10 mM Mg\(^{2+}\).
Figure 2.2. $^1$H and $^{15}$N Chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) were used to determine the dissociation constant of Mg$^{2+}$ with CheY in the presence of 50 mM NaP$_i$ at 15 °C. (A) The 10 residues (11, 17, 21, 36, 38, 64, 86, 87, 88, 107) considered for analysis are plotted with their individual fit. CSPs were calculated using $CSP = \sqrt{\Delta HN^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta N}{\delta}\right)^2}$. (B) An example residue, 17, displays a perturbation due to the Mg$^{2+}$ binding.

Yet another test for two-state behavior is to compare the dispersion-based differences in chemical shifts to known differences in chemical shifts for two defined structural states. Accordingly, we compared $\Delta \omega$ from the local fits of relaxation dispersions to $\Delta \delta$ from the chemical shift perturbations between unphosphorylated and BeF$_x$-bound (phosphoryl mimic$^{33}$) CheY. A poor correlation between $\Delta \omega$ and $\Delta \delta$ was obtained (Figure 2.1C), further indicating that the I-to-A transition cannot be described by a simple two-state transition.

Taken together, the non-uniform values of the individual exchange parameters, the inability to group fit, and poor correlation of $\Delta \omega$ and $\Delta \delta$ indicates that CheY does not undergo concerted, two-state switching in the presence of 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ at 15 °C.
Figure 2.3. $^{15}$N CPMG Relaxation dispersion data from unphosphorylated CheY in the absence of Mg$^{2+}$ and presence of 1 mM EDTA. (A) Similar to Figure 2.1, residues with non-zero $R_{ex}$ values at 1 mM EDTA are displayed as green spheres. (B) At 700 MHz (blue) and 600 MHz (red), data are displayed with local fits using the Carver-Richards equation with parameters given in Table 2. (C) Plot of $\Delta \omega$ vs. $\Delta \delta$ using $\Delta \delta$ between CheY with 1 mM EDTA and CheY with saturating BeF$_3$ and 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$. 
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Table 2.2. Local fits of $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion for CheY in the presence of 1 mM EDTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>$k_{ex}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta \omega$ (ppm)</th>
<th>$p_i$</th>
<th>$R_2^*$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$R_2^*$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>600 MHz</td>
<td>700 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>288 ± 57</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>15.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>17.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>180 ± 30</td>
<td>5.7 ± 1</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.01</td>
<td>16.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>17.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>2400 ± 500</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.04</td>
<td>13.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>14.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>2360 ± 640</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>15.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1820 ± 520</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>13.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>13.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>96 ± 16</td>
<td>9.4 ± 1</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.04</td>
<td>20.0 ± 1</td>
<td>22.2 ± 2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>1860 ± 920</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.1</td>
<td>15.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>16.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>1400 ± 790</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>16.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>2400 ± 1100</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>15.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>15.0 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>2130 ± 540</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.05</td>
<td>14.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>1330 ± 800</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.2</td>
<td>15.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>16.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>2440 ± 570</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.08</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>16.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>1980 ± 550</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.01</td>
<td>15.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>16.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 Removal of Mg$^{2+}$ alters dynamics of unphosphorylated CheY

Another possible source of non-zero $R_{ex}$ values in CheY and other RRs is the reversible binding of Mg$^{2+}$. A divalent metal ion is necessary for all RR phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. In the experiments described in the previous section, near physiological concentrations of Mg$^{2+}$ (10 mM) were used to characterize CheY in an environment similar to inside of cells and to have consistency with previous biochemical and NMR work on CheY. Because the binding affinity of Mg$^{2+}$ to CheY is 1.5 ± 0.3 mM under our conditions (determined by NMR $^1$H-$^{15}$N HSQC peak shifts, Figure 2.2), at 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ and 1 mM CheY, 86% of CheY is bound by the ion. Thus, if the Mg$^{2+}$ binding kinetics are on the appropriate timescale, the binding of Mg$^{2+}$ and associated side-chain rearrangements could be detected by relaxation dispersion and this could complicate the interpretation in terms of conformational exchange.

To separate motions associated with Mg$^{2+}$ binding and release from those intrinsic to CheY, we carried out relaxation dispersion experiments without Mg$^{2+}$ present (i.e., with 1
mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, EDTA). In the absence of Mg$^{2+}$, 13 residues displayed non-zero $R_{ex}$ values for CheY, compared to 11 when Mg$^{2+}$ is present at 10 mM. These residues are localized to the FliM binding interface or the active site (Figure 2.3A) just as when Mg$^{2+}$ is present (Figure 2.1A). The locally fit parameters, when assuming a two-state mechanism, are diverse (Figure 2.3B and Table 2.2). In comparison with dynamics in the presence of Mg$^{2+}$, many of the same residues display significant dispersion, including T87 and V107. The locally fit parameters of the common residues differ significantly between the Mg$^{2+}$-free and Mg$^{2+}$-present conditions (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Additionally, $\Delta \omega$ and $\Delta \delta$ do not correlate (Figure 2.3C), as was the case with Mg$^{2+}$ (Figure 2.1C). Therefore, even without the potentially complicating effects of Mg$^{2+}$, CheY appears not to undergo two-state switching.

Figure 2.4. CSPs upon Mg$^{2+}$ binding are compared to the distance from Mg$^{2+}$. The distance indicated by the black line is from the Mg$^{2+}$ ion bound to CheY (location from 2CHE) to the backbone $C_\alpha$ of the specified residue. The CSP indicated by blue bars was calculated with the same equation as figure 2.2 using $\Delta HN$ and $\Delta N$ between CheY in the absence of Mg$^{2+}$ (i.e. 1 mM EDTA) and CheY in the presence of 75 mM Mg$^{2+}$.

It is possible that bound Mg$^{2+}$ induces a conformational change in CheY. The crystal structure of Mg$^{2+}$-bound E. coli CheY reveals a conformational difference from Mg$^{2+}$-free CheY that localizes to $\alpha4$ and the $\beta4$-$\alpha4$ loop. However, chemical shift perturbations of CheY upon the addition of Mg$^{2+}$ are strongly correlated with closeness to the ion and in
general are small in regions of allosteric conformational change (Figure 2.4), suggesting no significant structural rearrangements. In addition, the crystal structure of *Salmonella typhimurium* CheY\(^70\) (which differs by 3 amino acids from *E. coli*) and the NMR structure of *E. coli* CheY\(^61\), both with Mg\(^{2+}\) present, have no indication of any large structural rearrangement. For these reasons, the different CheY dynamics observed with or without Mg\(^{2+}\) do not appear to be the direct result of Mg\(^{2+}\)-induced conformational change.

![Figure 2.5. Effect of Mg\(^{2+}\) concentration on \(R_{ex}\). \(R_{ex}\) is approximated by the change in \(R_{2,eff}\) of two CPMG relaxation dispersion planes. Approximate \(R_{ex}\) is shown for CheY in the presence of 1 mM EDTA (blue), 1 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) (red), 10 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) (green), and 75 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) (black) for all residues with non-zero \(R_{ex}\) values at 1 mM Mg\(^{2+}\). Residues G39 and A88 are broadened away at 1 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) presumably from exchange, indicated by *. Also, there are no data for Y106 at 1 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) and V108 at 1 mM EDTA because of peak overlap.](image)

**2.3.4 Physiological Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations enhance allosteric dynamics**

To gain greater insight into the effect of Mg\(^{2+}\) on CheY dynamics, we obtained estimates of \(R_{ex}\) at additional Mg\(^{2+}\) concentrations of 1 mM and 75 mM (Figure 2.5). Thus, assuming a single binding site, 1 mM CheY was calculated (based on the \(K_d\) of 1.5 mM) to be bound by Mg\(^{2+}\) at a level of 0%, 31%, 86%, and 98% for 0 mM, 1 mM, 10 mM, and 75 mM concentrations of Mg\(^{2+}\), respectively. For all concentrations of Mg\(^{2+}\), estimates of \(R_{ex}\) were obtained as the difference of \(R_{2,eff}\) values at the lowest and highest values of \(\tau_{cp}\) used for...
dispersion measurements. Overall, the dependence of $R_{ex}$ on the concentration of Mg$^{2+}$ is immediately apparent: $R_{ex}$ in the presence of no Mg$^{2+}$ or very high concentration of Mg$^{2+}$ (75 mM) is relatively low, and $R_{ex}$ at intermediate levels of Mg$^{2+}$ (1 mM) is very high (Figure 2.5). Furthermore, peak broadening was evident in many residues at intermediate Mg$^{2+}$ concentrations, implying increased motion. While high $R_{ex}$ levels at intermediate concentrations of Mg$^{2+}$ are expected for residues in close proximity to the bound ion (assuming appropriate line-broadening kinetics), high $R_{ex}$ levels are not expected at residues distal to Mg$^{2+}$ that are not structurally affected by the ion, such as on the FliM binding interface. Yet, $R_{ex}$ at V107 is quite pronounced (28 s$^{-1}$) at 1 mM Mg$^{2+}$. We note that Mg$^{2+}$ binding induces a small chemical shift change of 0.52 ppm for the amide nitrogen of V107 (Figure 2.4), especially compared to the large chemical shift change of 8.6 ppm brought about by binding of BeF$_x$. Furthermore, A88 experiences extreme line broadening at intermediate concentrations of Mg$^{2+}$. The dispersion experienced at this position is larger than expected when compared to neighboring residues. Thus, there is something particular about partial Mg$^{2+}$ saturation that increases conformational dynamics at A88 and even further at the FliM binding interface more than 10 Å away.

To probe the coupling between Mg$^{2+}$ binding and Y106 dynamics using an alternate approach, we elected to make $R_{ex}$ measurements on the Y106W mutant. The primary structural difference between crystallized wild-type and Y106W CheY is the orientation of the side chain at position 106, which was found to solely adopt the “in” orientation for unphosphorylated Y106W.\textsuperscript{71} We hypothesized that changing the side-chain dynamics at position 106 will alter the allosteric coupling with Mg$^{2+}$ binding. To test this idea, we measured $R_{ex}$ values for Y106W CheY and observed a similar overall $R_{ex}$ dependence on
Figure 2.6. Approximate $R_{ex}$ for CheY mutant Y106W. Shown in blue is approximate $R_{ex}$ in the absence of Mg$^{2+}$ (1 mM EDTA) and in red is in the presence of 1 mM Mg$^{2+}$. $R_{ex}$ is approximated in the same manner as Figure 2.5. Additionally, residues are the same as in Figure 2.5 with two additional residues, L68 and K109, that have $R_{ex} > 2 \text{s}^{-1}$ for Y106W but not wild-type CheY. Furthermore, E89 is not displayed because of overlap in the Y106W spectra and L66 is displayed even though it was not in the wild-type because of overlap in the wild-type spectra.

Figure 2.7. Comparison of the difference between $R_{ex}$ without Mg$^{2+}$ present (1 mM EDTA) and addition of 1 mM Mg$^{2+}$ for wild-type and Y106W CheY. The change in approximate $R_{ex}$ upon addition of Mg$^{2+}$ ($\Delta R_{ex} = R_{ex}^{1\text{mM Mg}^{2+}} - R_{ex}^{1\text{mM EDTA}}$) is shown for wild-type (blue) and Y106W (red) CheY. Shaded in yellow are residues with their amides near to bound Mg$^{2+}$ and shaded in green are residues associated with the allosteric transition. For G39 and A88, the peaks are broadened away upon addition of Mg$^{2+}$ indicated by *. The same residues are displayed as in Figure 2.5 except Y106 and V108 were eliminated due to lack of data from peak overlap.
Mg$^{2+}$ to wild-type (Figure 2.6). In comparing the quantitative effect Mg$^{2+}$ has on wild-type and Y106W CheY, we notice a significant difference. Residues that are close to the Mg$^{2+}$ binding site are extremely similar in their $R_{ex}$ dependence on Mg$^{2+}$ for wild-type and Y106W (Figure 2.7, shaded yellow). However, residues that are far from the bound Mg$^{2+}$ ion and are involved in the allosteric transition depend differently on Mg$^{2+}$ for wild-type and Y106W (Figure 2.7, shaded green). Since the effect due to Mg$^{2+}$ is the same for wild-type and Y106W CheY at residues near to the bound ion, the difference in $R_{ex}$ far from Mg$^{2+}$ must be due to a change in the I-to-A transition. Therefore, enhanced $R_{ex}$ at intermediate concentrations of Mg$^{2+}$ are not merely caused by Mg$^{2+}$ binding and release but due to a change in the motions associated with the I-to-A transition.

Importantly, the difference in $R_{ex}$ far from Mg$^{2+}$ is due to a change in the I-to-A transition without significant changes to the structure of the ground state (see above), even though phosphorylation – which occurs at nearly the same location as Mg$^{2+}$ binding – induces a large structural change. The Mg$^{2+}$ concentration’s effect on the I-to-A transition is likely biologically relevant since $R_{ex}$ is largest at intermediate concentrations of Mg$^{2+}$ (1 mM); this concentration is close to the $K_d$ for Mg$^{2+}$ and CheY (1.5 mM), and also close to the concentration of Mg$^{2+}$ in *E. coli* (~1-2 mM Mg$^{2+}$ $^{72}$).

2.3.5 *Key residues display linear chemical shifts in response to Mg$^{2+}$ binding*

We observed that, for Y106, V107, and E89, the NH chemical shifts move along a line for various states of CheY, which include apo, BeF$_x$-bound, inactive mutant T87I CheY$^{73}$, and activated mutant A113P CheY$^{74}$ (Figures 2.8A, 2.8B, and 2.8C). Linear chemical shifts are indicative of a classic, two-state, I-to-A switch, as was described for the
Figure 2.8. Chemical shift perturbations (CSP) from inactive to BeF$_x$ activated CheY. Overlaid $^1$H-$^15$N HSQCs are shown with peaks highlighted for (A) E89, (B) Y106, and (C) V107 from various conditions and mutants of CheY: inactivating mutant T87I with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (green), wild-type with 1 mM EDTA (blue), wild-type with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (red), activating mutant A113P with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (orange), BeF$_x$-bound wild-type with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (purple) and BeF$_x$-bound A113P with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (pink). (D) To display all residues, CSP is normalized according to inactivating mutant T87I with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (green) and BeF$_x$-bound wild-type CheY (purple). Each circle represents the normalized CSP of each residue of wild-type CheY in the presence of 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (red) and 1 mM EDTA (blue).

Residues are only shown if $CSP = \sqrt{\Delta HN^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta N}{5}\right)^2}$ was greater than 0.20 where $\Delta HN$ and $\Delta N$ are between T87I and wild-type BeF$_x$-bound CheY. If $\Delta HN < 0.06$ ppm or $\Delta N < 0.25$ ppm, the chemical shifts are considered within error in that dimension and the residues were removed. Therefore, while V107 appears linear, it is not shown in (D) since the proton shift is $< 0.06$ ppm.

receiver domain of the NtrC RR. To test whether linear shifts were observed throughout CheY, we plotted all Mg$^{2+}$-induced CSPs on a normalized vector scale (Figure 2.8D). If Mg$^{2+}$ shifts this equilibrium, all chemical shifts should fall along the dotted line from inactive mutant T87I to BeF$_x$-bound wild-type CheY. However, with a few exceptions, the CSPs distribute essentially randomly, with no apparent preferred “direction”. Thus, it appears that, overall, Mg$^{2+}$ binding elicits either a new conformational state(s) that has only subtle differences from the I state and bears no resemblance to A-like chemical shifts, or Mg$^{2+}$ has essentially no significant effect on CheY conformation. This is further supported by no significant change in the affinity of binding of FliM to unphosphorylated CheY with the addition of Mg$^{2+}$ (Figure 2.9). Nevertheless, there are a few key residues (e.g. Y106, E89) that display the linear chemical shifts suggestive of an equilibrium shift (Figure 2.8).
Interestingly, additional residues that fall near the line (Figure 2.8D, M85, A97 and A98) lie in the pocket surrounding W58. These residues, along with Y106 and E89, may experience a shift in conformation due to the presence of Mg\(^{2+}\) (discussed below).

![Figure 2.9. Binding of FliM peptide to CheY. Intrinsic fluorescence was monitored upon addition of FliM under conditions of no Mg\(^{2+}\) (red), 10 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) (black) and 10 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) with 50 mM small molecule phosphodonor, phosphoramidate (green).](image)

### 2.4 Discussion

For half a century now, allosteric conformational change has been revealed to be an extremely successful mechanism for regulating protein function. Yet, key specific questions regarding allostery have yet to be answered. Is the conformational change concerted? Are there structural intermediates? What are those intermediates? What is the dynamic process that allows conversion between the end conformations and how is it triggered? In summary, we still have a poor understanding of how allosteric conformational changes actually happen. By conducting in-depth NMR experiments on the small allosteric protein CheY, we hoped to gain new insights into the mechanism(s) of allostery. CheY is an excellent system for probing allostery because numerous crystal structures have been solved in a variety of liganded states and it is highly amenable to NMR relaxation experiments. It also exhibits a
rich complement of residues with μs-ms motion at residues that connect the physically separated upstream and downstream effector sites.

2.4.1 Allostery in CheY does not operate by a simple shift of a two-state equilibrium

From previous crystallographic, NMR, and functional data\textsuperscript{39, 40, 59, 75}, the evidence suggests that receiver domains primarily adopt two conformations and hence allostery is achieved by shifting a pre-existing dynamic equilibrium between these two states, consistent with the MWC model of allostery. Based on this previous work on NtrC, FixJ, and Spo0F, and our initial observation here of $R_{ex}$ in the allostERIC network of residues, the simplest expectation would be that CheY undergoes a concerted switch between I (inactive) and A (active) conformations. Here, we show using NMR relaxation dispersion that intrinsic allostery in CheY does not appear to operate by a simple shift of a two-state equilibrium. This conclusion rests, in part, on the ability of relaxation dispersion experiments to accurately identify conformational exchange rates and populations.

It is possible that unphosphorylated CheY does not completely switch to the A state but rather samples a conformational intermediate between the I and A states, and this may account for the lack of correlation in Δδ and Δω values. However, this cannot be confirmed experimentally without having accurate chemical shifts for the intermediate state, which has yet to be isolated in solution. Alternatively, if a structural model for the intermediate exists, the chemical shifts can be calculated using SHIFTX\textsuperscript{76}; then Δδ can be calculated between the inactive and intermediate states and compared with Δω from relaxation dispersion fits. This was carried out using the partially switched structure of CheY bound to FliM without phosphorylation (2B1J\textsuperscript{44}) as the intermediate, but the Δω values did not correlate. In any
case, if the observed $R_{ex}$ values result only from unphosphorylated CheY switching
congruently to an intermediate state, one would still expect $k_{ex}$ and populations to be uniform,
yet they are not.

2.4.2 Distal quartet of residues directs allosteric conformational change

In order for CheY to undergo its allosteric transition it must primarily do two things:
(1) reposition the β4-α4 loop, and (2) swing Y106 into the pocket just under the β4-α4 loop.
We measured three residues, Y106, V107, and E89, that appeared to approach two-state
behavior, although this is apparent only in the chemical shift data (Figure 2.8) and not in the
relaxation dispersion data (Figures 2.1 and 2.3). One possible explanation for the linear
chemical shifts is that because Y106 is at the solvent interface and presumably under less
structural constraint, its position is to a reasonable approximation either “out” or “in”,
yielding a bimodal distribution of possible chemical shift values for the amide of Y106. The
strong ring currents dominate the chemical shifts of both Y106 and V107 amides. The amide
chemical shift of E89, located in the β4-α4 loop, likely monitors the remodeling of this loop.
We utilized SHIFTX$^{76}$ to calculate the effect on chemical shift from a conformational
change. Y106 and V107 amide chemical shifts are very sensitive to the rotation of Y106,
with minimal effects from the location of the β4-α4 loop. By contrast, the amide shift of E89
is very sensitive to movement of the β4-α4 loop, but not to Y106. Therefore, E89 monitors
the β4-α4 loop motion, and Y106 and V107 likely monitor the rotation of Y106. Taken
together, the chemical shift data reveal a localized shift to active-like states.
Figure 2.10. Comparison of dihedral angles in crystal structures of CheY. (A) Comparison of the 87:88:89:90 pseudodihedral angle with the rotation of W58 and (B) comparison of M85 χ₁ angle with the rotation of W58. The pseudodihedral angle was measured using Cα coordinates. In black are wild-type CheY crystal structures (1FQW, 1F4V, 2B1J, 1JBE, 3CHY, 2CHE, and 1C4W) and in blue are mutant or CheA-bound CheY crystal structures (only single site mutations and >2.5 Å resolution, full list is provided in Table 2.3). Insets are the full range of angles occupied while large plots are zoomed on the majority of crystal structures.

While E89, Y106, and V107 have the most linear chemical shifts, a few residues are nearly linear (M85, A97, and A98) while all others show no semblance of linearity. M85, A97, and A98 have not been discussed previously as part of the allosteric mechanism. Yet, these residues line the pocket occupied by W58 and are proximal to the β4-α4 loop and Y106. Examination of CheY in its inactive (3CHY), active (1FQW), and intermediate conformational interactions (2B1J) reveals an extended set of conformational interactions. Upon activation, the hydroxyl of Y106 hydrogen bonds to the backbone carbonyl of E89, which is allowed by movement of the β4-α4 loop. What appears to further stabilize this interaction is a large movement of the E89 side chain towards the side chain of W58, resulting in hydrophobic contacts between the methylene groups of E89 and the tryptophan indole. Interestingly, superimposition of inactive and active CheY structures shows that the tryptophan indole group reorients by ~55° and the intermediate state (when CheY is bound
only to FliM peptide) shows the indole at an intermediate angle. Although tryptophan at position 58 is not conserved amongst RRs, the receiver domain from PhoB displays a similar rotation of \( \sim 60^\circ \) upon binding BeF\(_x\).\(^{77,78}\) When analyzing a range of crystal structures, we find that the angle of the W58 indole correlates with the pseudodihe dral angle \( 87:88:89:90 \) (Figure 2.10A). This pseudodiehedral angle has been used to indicate the location of the \( \beta_4-\alpha_4 \) loop\(^{44}\). In order to contact E89, W58 increases its distance from M85, which is associated with W58 in the inactive conformation. Thus, M85 and E89 appear to be in competition for W58, with E89 making contact only in the active conformation. In further support of this extended mechanism, we note that in 3CHY, M85 was found to occupy two conformations (similar to Y106), of which only one is adopted in the intermediate and active conformations and the other is adopted in other crystal structures of the inactive state (Figure 2.10B). Additional crystal structures reveal that M85 often occupies the “active” rotamer even though W58 has not rotated to the active state (Figure 2.10B). This indicates that W58 is not as robustly coupled to M85 as the \( \beta_4-\alpha_4 \) loop. However, one should be cautioned not to overinterpret the lack of coupling between M85 and W58; since the two M85 side-chain conformations have similar electron density, this leads to the possibility that the crystal structures did not accurately account for multiple conformations. We also note that the amide of W58 could not be assigned, which is consistent with its indole sampling at least two conformations prior to full activation. We propose here that the quartet of W58, M85, E89, and Y106 are coupled, as a key component of the allosteric signaling process from phosphorylation.
Table 2.3. List of crystal structures and angle measurements used for Figure 2.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB Code</th>
<th>Mutation and/or ligand bound</th>
<th>87:88:89:90 Pseudodihedral (deg)</th>
<th>M85 Chi1 (deg)</th>
<th>W58 Chi2 (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1JBE (A)</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>-159.6</td>
<td>-108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1JBE (B)</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>-159.6</td>
<td>-108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3CHY (A)</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>-67.7</td>
<td>-107.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3CHY (B)</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>-169.3</td>
<td>-107.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2CHE</td>
<td>WT Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt; S. typhimurium</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>-155.9</td>
<td>-101.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C4W</td>
<td>Phosphono - WT</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>-154.9</td>
<td>-99.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1F4V (A)</td>
<td>WT BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, FliM &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>112.8</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>-50.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1F4V (B)</td>
<td>WT BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, FliM &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>102.9</td>
<td>-52.4</td>
<td>-53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1F4V (C)</td>
<td>WT BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, FliM &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>113.1</td>
<td>-56</td>
<td>-57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FQW (A)</td>
<td>WT BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>-57.6</td>
<td>-45.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FQW (B)</td>
<td>WT BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>110.6</td>
<td>-55.6</td>
<td>-40.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B1J (A-A)</td>
<td>WT FliM &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>-58</td>
<td>-67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B1J (A-B)</td>
<td>WT FliM &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>-58</td>
<td>-67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B1J (B-A)</td>
<td>WT FliM &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>-65.1</td>
<td>-64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B1J (B-B)</td>
<td>WT FliM &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>-65.1</td>
<td>-64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D42</td>
<td>I95V</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>-159.9</td>
<td>-108.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5CHY</td>
<td>Y106W &amp; Ca&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>-155.9</td>
<td>-110.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1EHC (A)</td>
<td>D13K</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-163.6</td>
<td>-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1EHC (B)</td>
<td>D13K</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-52.4</td>
<td>-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OO1 (A)</td>
<td>A113P &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>-55.8</td>
<td>-99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OO1 (B)</td>
<td>A113P &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>-57.8</td>
<td>-93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E6M</td>
<td>D57A</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>-65.1</td>
<td>-81.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ID7 (A)</td>
<td>Phosphono - T87I</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>-89.5</td>
<td>-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ID7 (B)</td>
<td>Phosphono - T87I</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>-55.8</td>
<td>-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1VLZ (A)</td>
<td>T87I</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>-62.1</td>
<td>-102.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1VLZ (B)</td>
<td>T87I</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>-49.1</td>
<td>-109.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E6L</td>
<td>D13A</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E6K</td>
<td>D12A</td>
<td>-105.9</td>
<td>-62.6</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OO0 (A-A)</td>
<td>A113P SO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>-54.3</td>
<td>-52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OO0 (A-B)</td>
<td>A113P SO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-60.6</td>
<td>-93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OO0 (A-C)</td>
<td>A113P SO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-45.1</td>
<td>-58.8</td>
<td>-93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OO0 (B)</td>
<td>A113P SO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>-55.8</td>
<td>-49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OLV (A)</td>
<td>A88V BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>105.6</td>
<td>-50.6</td>
<td>-51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OLV (B-A)</td>
<td>A88V BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>109.2</td>
<td>-55.3</td>
<td>-35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OLV (B-B)</td>
<td>A88V BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mg&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>109.3</td>
<td>-55.3</td>
<td>-35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3MYY (A)</td>
<td>A113P BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>-54.5</td>
<td>-40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3MYY (B)</td>
<td>A113P BeF&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>111.8</td>
<td>-55.8</td>
<td>-36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FFG (A)</td>
<td>WT CheA &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;4+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>-56.9</td>
<td>-100.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FFG (C)</td>
<td>WT CheA &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;4+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-56.8</td>
<td>-101.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FFS (A)</td>
<td>WT CheA, PO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>-62.7</td>
<td>-87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FFS (C)</td>
<td>WT CheA, PO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt; &amp; Mn&lt;sup&gt;2+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>-61.8</td>
<td>-104.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.3 A88 links Mg<sup>2+</sup> binding to the allosteric quartet

Upon Mg<sup>2+</sup> binding to CheY, intrinsic fluorescence of W58 is quenched<sup>36</sup>, indicating that Mg<sup>2+</sup> may play an additional role in this signaling cascade. T87 is considered to be the initial “sensor” of phosphorylation and triggers the allosteric response.<sup>58</sup> However, it is
unclear whether additional residues play a crucial role and which residues may sense Mg$^{2+}$.

A88, in addition to T87, also hydrogen bonds with the phosphoryl group via its backbone amide. Perhaps most importantly, from the relaxation dispersion data in 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$, A88 fit to parameters unlike any other residue. While most residues fit to populations ($p_I$) of 0.98-0.99, A88 fit to 0.91. Furthermore, its dispersion curve visually resembles residues 12 and 38, which are near to the bound Mg$^{2+}$ ion, more than the allosteric residues 87, 89, 106, and 107 (Figure 2.1B). Careful inspection of the fit to A88 indicates that its $R_2^o$ values are anomalously high and the quality of the fits is significantly lower than the other residues (Table 2.1). Thus, we suspect that in addition to the motion that gives rise to the main part of A88’s dispersion curve, there is a separate, faster motion on the μs timescale. Only A88 appears to have this more complex combination of motions. Furthermore, A88 experiences line broadening severely affected by the concentration of Mg$^{2+}$. At 1 mM Mg$^{2+}$, A88 is completely broadened away in the $^1$H-$^15$N HSQC. Given its behavior at different Mg$^{2+}$ concentrations, A88 may be especially sensitive to Mg$^{2+}$ binding and release.

We therefore hypothesize that A88 acts as a crucial monitor of ion binding and/or phosphorylation at the active site. It is important to note that, even though they are adjacent, residues 86-89 have different exchange parameters. Therefore, at face value these residues appear largely independent. Nevertheless, because these residues lie within the allosteric pathway and all show motion on the μs-ms timescale, we suggest that in addition to T87, A88 provides a linkage to E89, and that the recruitment of W58 by E89 represents a key step in switching the β4-α4 loop. Given these considerations, we propose that the allosteric network in CheY is facilitated by several distinct behaviors that extend from D57, to T87 and A88, and ultimately to the distal quartet of W58, M85, E89, and Y106 (Figure 2.11).
2.4.4 Effects of Mg\(^{2+}\) on the allosteric dynamics

Mg\(^{2+}\) binding to the active site in CheY has a distinct effect on the dynamics measured by relaxation dispersion experiments. Addition of Mg\(^{2+}\) causes a significant change in the \(\mu\)-ms dynamics; residues that have significant dynamics in both cases have a change in the dispersion curves (Figures 2.1 and 2.3) causing a large change in the fit parameters to the Carver-Richards equation (Table 2.1 and 2.2). Therefore, the binding of Mg\(^{2+}\) does not merely cause a shift in a simple equilibrium. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the binding of Mg\(^{2+}\) does not cause a large change in structure of the protein as seen by both chemical shift and crystal structures. The effect of Mg\(^{2+}\) on the allosteric transition in CheY is best observed at an intermediate (1 mM) Mg\(^{2+}\) concentration. This enhanced \(R_{\text{ex}}\) at intermediate concentrations of Mg\(^{2+}\) is not merely caused by Mg\(^{2+}\) binding and release but due to a change in the motions associated with the I-to-A transition. However, in order to understand how exactly Mg\(^{2+}\) affects the allosteric switch, we must first understand the transition without Mg\(^{2+}\).

A second metal binding site has been proposed for the RR Spo0F\(^{85}\) and is therefore also possible for CheY. We have measured only small (\(\Delta\delta < 0.5\) ppm where \(\Delta\delta = N^{10\text{mM MgCl}_2} - N^{200\text{mM MgCl}_2}\)) chemical shift changes that could be due to a second binding site and a \(K_d > 50\) mM. This indicates that it is highly unlikely that we would be able to detect the binding and release of Mg\(^{2+}\) at a second site by relaxation dispersion. If \(R_{\text{ex}}\) values are affected due to binding at a second site, we would expect \(R_{\text{ex}}\) to increase near to the \(K_d\) due to an increase in \(p_{A\text{pB}}\). However, every residue with non-zero \(R_{\text{ex}}\) at 10 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) has a decrease
in $R_{ex}$ upon an increase in Mg$^{2+}$ to 75 mM (Figure 2.5). This provides strong evidence that Mg$^{2+}$ binding to a second site does not affect our relaxation dispersion experiments.

![Figure 2.11. Cartoon model of the allosteric signaling mechanism in CheY. Representations of inactive (green), intermediate (blue) and active (purple) CheY with important signaling residues displayed.](image)

2.4.5 Evidence for segmental allosteric dynamics

Considering the chemical shift and relaxation dispersion data together leads inexorably to a paradox. How can there be linear chemical shifts in key allosteric residues when switching appears not to be concerted by relaxation dispersion? A distribution of 2D chemical shifts along a line is typically considered to indicate a rapid exchange between two states$^{39}$, with the spread of positions resulting from a shifting of the equilibrium. While this is indeed highly likely to be the case at the spin probes’ “site” (amide H and N could be considered as one site), if two probes show this behavior at significant distances from one another, they need not result from the same conformational exchange process. Thus, we consider if the observed linearity can result from local two-state switching. Specifically, the
switching of W58 can be sensed by residues 85, 97 and 98, but the switching of Y106 appears independent of W58. It is possible that some groups of residues switch concertedly, yet with some independence from other switching events. Even though such a group appears to switch independently, there could be coupling with a time lag or interference effects. This situation could give rise to linear chemical shifts, yet show dispersion curves that cannot be fitted together, as was the case for CheY here. Thus, we propose that CheY’s allosteric switching is segmental in nature. It is not truly two-state, but there are several groupings of coupled residues that move with some independence and perhaps in a preferred sequential order. This rough model also suggests that CheY shares features of both conformational selection and induced fit. It does not appear that the A-state is fully formed in the absence of phosphorylation, since there is a poor correlation of $\Delta \omega$ and $\Delta \delta$. Yet, some residues may sample “active-like” local conformations. We speculate that binding and release of Mg$^{2+}$ actuates conformational transitions along the allosteric pathway, from T87 and A88 to the W58-M85-E89-Y106 quartet (Figure 2.11). This is highlighted by maximal $R_{ex}$ at Y106 occurring at the intermediate Mg$^{2+}$ concentration of 1 mM.

The segmental nature of CheY’s allosteric dynamics is perhaps best supported by the behavior of Y106. The rate of dynamic switching as observed by CPMG relaxation dispersion is clearly faster than the other switching residues, as evidenced by visual inspection of the dispersion curve (Figure 2.1B), as well as the fitted $k_{ex}$ of 3100 s$^{-1}$ (Table 2.1). Assuming that this observed motion corresponds to the allosteric conformational change, Y106 must be moving with at least partial independence from the other residues. That Y106 switches rapidly and with relative ease is supported by the significantly populated active-like inward position in 3CHY$^{42}$, as well as its low activation barrier for switching, as
determined from a computational study.\textsuperscript{38} Even from the linear chemical shift data (Figure 2.8), it is seen that in 10 mM Mg\textsuperscript{2+}, Y106 is only \sim20\% toward the active state chemical shift, whereas the other linear shift data appear to be in a range of \sim20-60\% toward the active state (Figure 2.8D). Thus, neither relaxation dispersion nor chemical shift data fully support a model for pre-existing, concerted, two-state switching dynamics.

\textbf{2.4.6 Comparison to other systems}

Most of our knowledge of allosteric dynamics in RR\textsc{s} derives from NMR work on the nitrogen regulatory protein C (NtrC) receiver domain. A combination of chemical shift analysis (particularly of mutants) and transverse relaxation measurements led to the proposal of a two-state dynamic equilibrium between I and A conformations in NtrC.\textsuperscript{39} The recent CPMG relaxation dispersion study on NtrC reported that those data are consistent with a two-state pre-existing equilibrium and that unphosphorylated NtrC populates the active state at the \sim14\% level;\textsuperscript{40} interestingly, it appears that that study was carried out in the absence of Mg\textsuperscript{2+}. By contrast, because CheY does not appear two-state (even in the absence of Mg\textsuperscript{2+}) we cannot currently estimate the population of the active state. Even when considering residues locally, the populations of “excited states” from relaxation dispersion (Table 2.1) are typically much lower than those deduced from chemical shift plots (Figure 2.8), assuming that T87I populates only the inactive state. Unfortunately, relaxation dispersion data have not been reported for any other RR to the best of our knowledge. CPMG relaxation dispersion is an excellent approach to studying allosteric mechanisms if the conformational switching occurs on the timescale between a few hundred s\textsuperscript{-1} to \sim3000 s\textsuperscript{-1}. Application of this method to other allosteric proteins holds the promise of revealing allosteric mechanisms. This has been
done successfully for the KIX domain of the CREB binding protein, catabolite activator protein (CAP), and the PBX1 homeodomain, each of which exhibited two-state allosteric switching. Additionally, a study on the *trp* RNA-binding attenuation protein (TRAP) revealed allosteric motions as a series of localized conformational changes. TRAP’s behavior is similar to CheY’s segmental dynamics and shed light on the diverse mechanisms proteins may employ to achieve allostery. These results imply that a protein may not solely employ a MWC or Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer (KNF) allosteric mechanism, but may combine them to form a complicated switching event.
CHAPTER 3

COLOCALIZATION OF FAST AND SLOW TIMESCALE DYNAMICS IN THE ALLOSTERIC SIGNALING PROTEIN CHEY

3.1 Introduction

Allostery is widespread in biology as an effective means for regulating protein activity. While the existence of protein dynamics over a range of timescales is well established, how these dynamics contribute to allosteric protein function is poorly understood. The mechanism(s) underlying long-range communication necessary for allostery may include not only large changes in the conformation but also changes in the dynamic fluctuations about a mean conformation.\textsuperscript{54,86} Allosteric mechanisms have been shown to utilize the now familiar conformational change,\textsuperscript{20,21,39} but more recent cases have been shown to solely use fast (i.e. ps-ns) internal dynamics.\textsuperscript{6,13,14} It has been suggested that fast fluctuations are involved in facilitating the slower motions.\textsuperscript{87} This connection between different timescales of motion and relation to function may be an important mechanism in allostery. However, to our knowledge, only for adenylate kinase has there been any discussion of the relationship between timescales.\textsuperscript{87} Allosteric proteins often possess both slow and fast dynamics, but the relationship between the two remains unclear.

\textit{Escherichia coli} CheY is an ideal protein for the study of protein motions as they relate to function since it is an allosteric signaling protein that displays significant motions on

multiple timescales. CheY is a response regulator (RR) from the two-component system that regulates chemotaxis.\textsuperscript{22,23} Upon phosphorylation at D57\textsuperscript{24}, CheY undergoes a conformational change that enables tight binding to the flagellar motor protein FliM (and minor interactions with FliN\textsuperscript{30}) at a distal surface. CheY binding to FliM and FliN promotes a conformational change in the flagellar protein FliG that results in a switch from counterclockwise to clockwise flagellar rotation.\textsuperscript{28,88} Because of the necessity for a quick chemotactic response, the autodephosphorylation rate of CheY is 2.5 min\textsuperscript{−1}.\textsuperscript{32} Therefore, the ability to study the phosphorylated state of CheY is difficult and it has become common to use the phosphoryl mimic BeF\textsubscript{x}.\textsuperscript{27,33-35}

![Figure 3.1. Crystal structure of CheY displaying residues involved in the conformational switch. FliM (green), BeF\textsubscript{x} (yellow), and Mg\textsuperscript{2+} (orange)-bound CheY (1F4V\textsuperscript{34}). The site of phosphorylation, D57, is highlighted in black. Allosteric signaling quartet, W58, M85, E89, and Y106, are shown as red sticks and T87 as blue sticks.]

The CheY conformational switch has been extensively studied as a model RR for understanding phosphorylation induced activation. Phosphorylation in CheY is initially sensed by T87, A88 and K109 which form hydrogen bonds with the phosphoryl group and are important in the initial allosteric signaling.\textsuperscript{35,58} The phosphorylation-induced conformational change in CheY includes motion of the β4-α4 loop and a quartet of residues (E89, W58, M85, Y106)\textsuperscript{89} whose motions result in the rotation of Y106 from an “out” solvent exposed rotamer to an “in” buried one (Figure 3.1).\textsuperscript{27,35}
Not only is CheY an excellent model RR for conformational change due to phosphorylation, RRs have become favored models for understanding conformational allostery. Previous studies of RRs focused on the conformational switch between inactive and active conformations on the slow timescale by monitoring the inherent equilibrium in the unphosphorylated protein.\textsuperscript{39, 40, 59, 89} While fast backbone dynamics have also been reported, they have not been shown to be involved in the allosteric transition.\textsuperscript{39, 59, 90} Here, we report the first multi-timescale study of both an unphosphorylated and phosphorylated RR including measurement of fast side-chain dynamics.

We previously reported motions on the $\mu$s-ms timescale that correlate with the intrinsic switching between inactive and active-like conformations in CheY in the absence of the activating phosphoryl group.\textsuperscript{89} Here we observe the slow dynamics dampen and shift to the FliM binding interface upon phosphorylation (and accompanying Mg\textsuperscript{2+} saturation) of CheY. Additionally, we show large changes in methyl dynamics on the ps-ns timescale upon phosphorylation of CheY correlate with areas that undergo conformational change. Additional small significant changes are located in other regions known to affect CheY function. The dynamics on the slow and fast timescales localize to the same areas indicating a possible connection between timescales that may be necessary for the allosteric transition in CheY.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Protein expression and purification

\textit{E. coli} CheY was overexpressed and purified as described previously.\textsuperscript{89} The CheY plasmid was transformed into BL21 Star (DE3) cells (Invitrogen) and grown in minimal
media supplemented with the appropriate isotopes for the desired labeling utilizing $^{15}\text{NH}_4\text{Cl}$ [99\%] and/or D-glucose [U-$^{13}\text{C}_6$-99\%]. Samples for relaxation dispersion and $^{2}\text{H}$ relaxation were grown to yield > 80\% and ~60\% $^{2}\text{H}$ incorporation, respectively. Pure CheY was concentrated and stored in NMR buffer (50 mM NaP$_i$, 10 mM MgCl$_2$, 0.02\% NaN$_3$, pH 7.0) at 4 °C.

3.2.2 Preparation of BeF$_x$-bound CheY

As previously described$^{89}$, BeF$_x$-bound CheY was prepared with 4 mM BeCl$_2$ and 25 mM NaF to ensure saturation of 1 mM CheY and in an ideal ratio for a BeF$_3$ complex. Assuming a $K_d$ of 7.7 \mu M for BeF$_x$ and CheY$^{43}$, 99.7\% of CheY is bound by BeF$_x$. The NMR samples were prepared by starting with a typical CheY-unP sample (1 mM CheY and 10\% $^{2}\text{H}_2\text{O}$ in NMR buffer) and adding the BeCl$_2$ and lastly NaF. Samples were left at room temperature overnight and centrifuged briefly before transferring to an NMR tube.

3.2.3 NMR Spectroscopy

All NMR spectra were collected on 1 mM CheY in NMR buffer and 10\% $^{2}\text{H}_2\text{O}$ at 25 °C except for relaxation dispersion experiments, which were collected at 15 °C. NMR experiments were collected on Varian INOVA spectrometers equipped with room-temperature (500 and 600 MHz) or cryogenic (700 MHz) probes. Side-chain methyl assignments were made by utilizing previously assigned C$^\alpha$ and C$^\beta$ chemical shifts and a three-dimensional HCCH$_3$ total correlated spectroscopy spectrum.$^{91}$ Resonances from methionine methyl groups were assigned using a combination of a three-dimensional methyl-
methyl NOESY spectrum and mutation of methionine residues. All NMR data were processed using NMRPipe and visualized with NMRDraw and NMRView.

3.2.4 $^{15}N$ CPMG relaxation dispersion

$^{15}N$ relaxation dispersion of CheY-P was performed using a relaxation-compensated CPMG experiment utilizing a 20 ms total CPMG period. Ten $\tau_{cp}$ values with two duplicates and a reference experiment were collected interleaved at 700 MHz. $R_{2,eff}$ was calculated from peak intensities as described previously. Approximate $R_{ex}$ was calculated by using $R_{2,eff}$ values from this experiment: Approximate $R_{ex} = R_{2,eff}(\tau_{cp} = 5 \text{ ms}) - R_{2,eff}(\tau_{cp} = 0.556 \text{ ms})$. Error in approximate $R_{ex}$ was propagated from peak intensity analysis of duplicate $\tau_{cp}$ values. Relaxation dispersion of CheY-unP was previously published and approximate $R_{ex}$ values were calculated in the same manner as CheY-P for data collected at 700 MHz.

3.2.5 $^{15}N$ backbone and $^2H$ methyl relaxation

Standard backbone $^{15}N$ relaxation experiments were used to collect the $T_1$, $T_2$, and $\{^1H\}^{15}N$ NOE data at 500 MHz for CheY-unP and at 500 and 600 MHz for CheY-P. For $T_1$ and $T_2$ experiments, 9 or 10 relaxation time points along with 3 duplicates were collected. For the $\{^1H\}^{15}N$ NOE, the recycle delay was a combination of a $^1H$ saturation time of 5.5 or 6 s and a pre-delay of 100 ms. $^2H$ $T_1$ and $T_1\rho$ experiments to measure $I_zC_zD_y$ and $I_zC_zD_z$ relaxation for side-chain ps-ns dynamics were collected at 500 and 700 MHz for CheY-unP and at 500 and 600 MHz for CheY-P. For each experiment, 9 relaxation time points along with 3 duplicate points were collected.
3.2.6 Relaxation analysis

Relaxation decays were best fit to single exponentials using in-house programs. Motions on the ps-ns timescale were characterized using the model-free formalism.\textsuperscript{46,47} Global correlation times for both CheY-unP and CheY-P were determined to be 8.1 ns from global analysis of the data. Backbone relaxation rates were fitted to the five standard model-free models and the Akaike information criterion\textsuperscript{96} was used for model selection utilizing the in-house program relxn2.2.\textsuperscript{97} Determination of side-chain methyl dynamics parameters (order parameter, $S^2_{\text{axis}}$ and effective correlation time, $\tau_c$) was carried out as previously described.\textsuperscript{98}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>$k_{\text{ex}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta \omega$ (ppm)</th>
<th>$p_A$</th>
<th>$R_2^e$ (700 MHz)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>260 ± 40</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>17.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>220 ± 50</td>
<td>5.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>250 ± 30</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>16.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>200 ± 40</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>18.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>270 ± 90</td>
<td>4.2 ± 1</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>18.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>190 ± 30</td>
<td>5.2 ± 1</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>18.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>320 ± 80</td>
<td>7.1 ± 2</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>3100 ± 1000</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>21.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>240 ± 60</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>20.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>2800 ± 1000</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.05</td>
<td>20.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>840 ± 100</td>
<td>8.5 ± 1</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>18.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>300 ± 40</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>18.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>230 ± 20</td>
<td>7.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.01</td>
<td>17.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>2100 ± 1000</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.09</td>
<td>18.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion at 700 MHz were locally fit to the Carver-Richards equation with curves shown in Figure S1. Since only one field of data is used, the fits are not quantitatively reliable and strict interpretation of the fitted parameters is not recommended.
Figure 3.2. $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion of BeF$_x$-bound CheY at 700 MHz. (a) Curves are displayed for all residues with $R_{\text{ex}} > 1$ s$^{-1}$ shown in Figure 3.3 with lines displaying local fits to the Carver-Richards equation (Table 3.1). However, because only one field of data was used, these fits are not quantitatively reliable and strict interpretation of the fitted parameters is not recommended. (b) Example residues (12, 22, 36, 47, 56, 67, 76, 100, 118, & 126) that do not have significant $R_{\text{ex}}$. A few of these (12, 36, 56, & 126) display significant dynamics in CheY-unP, but not CheY-P.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 μs-ms dynamics are dampened and shift toward the FliM binding interface upon phosphorylation of CheY

$^{15}$N Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion experiments$^{48}$ were used to measure motions on the μs-ms timescale for unphosphorylated CheY (CheY-unP)$^{89}$ and BeF$_x$-bound CheY (CheY-P). This experiment measures the contribution from a conformational exchange process on the μs-ms timescale ($R_{\text{ex}}$) to the effective transverse relaxation rate ($R_{2,\text{eff}}$) as a function of the spacing between 180° pulses in the CPMG train ($\tau_{cp}$),
\[ R_{2,\text{eff}} = R_2^\circ + R_{\text{ex}}\left(\frac{1}{\tau_{cp}}\right), \] (3.1)

where \( R_2^\circ \) is the intrinsic relaxation rate.\(^{64}\) Full relaxation dispersion experiments can be fit to reveal the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of the exchange. For CheY-P, full relaxation dispersion experiments were carried out, but only a few residues have a high enough \( R_{\text{ex}} > 2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) to enable accurate fitting and it is therefore more beneficial to only consider the level of \( R_{\text{ex}} \) in each CheY state (details in Materials and Methods). The complete curves and fits for these residues \( (R_{\text{ex}} > 2 \text{ s}^{-1}) \) can be seen in Figure 3.2a and Table 3.1.

\[ R_{\text{ex}} \] below 1 s\(^{-1}\) is considered zero and not shown. Residues are displayed if \( R_{\text{ex}} \) is greater than 1 s\(^{-1}\) for either CheY-unP or CheY-P. Approximate \( R_{\text{ex}} = R_{2\text{eff}}(\tau_{cp} = 5 \text{ ms}) = R_{2\text{eff}}(\tau_{cp} = 0.556 \text{ ms}) \) at 700 MHz. For both CheY-unP and CheY-P, an F-test (\( \alpha_{\text{critical}} = 0.10 \)) was used to remove any residues with unreliable \( R_{\text{ex}} \) values by fitting to both a straight line and a simple two-state model. M60 failed the F-test indicated by an asterisk for CheY-unP.

**Figure 3.3. Comparison of \( \mu\text{s}-\text{ms} \) motions between CheY-unP and CheY-P.** Approximate \( R_{\text{ex}} \) is shown as bars (a) and displayed on the crystal structure of CheY-unP (black/grey) (b) and CheY-P (red/pink) (c). Black or red indicates \( R_{\text{ex}} > 2 \text{ s}^{-1} \) and grey or pink indicates \( 2 \text{ s}^{-1} > R_{\text{ex}} > 1 \text{ s}^{-1} \). \( R_{\text{ex}} \) below 1 s\(^{-1}\) is considered zero and not shown. Residues are displayed if \( R_{\text{ex}} \) is greater than 1 s\(^{-1}\) for either CheY-unP or CheY-P. Approximate \( R_{\text{ex}} = R_{2\text{eff}}(\tau_{cp} = 5 \text{ ms}) = R_{2\text{eff}}(\tau_{cp} = 0.556 \text{ ms}) \) at 700 MHz. For both CheY-unP and CheY-P, an F-test (\( \alpha_{\text{critical}} = 0.10 \)) was used to remove any residues with unreliable \( R_{\text{ex}} \) values by fitting to both a straight line and a simple two-state model. M60 failed the F-test indicated by an asterisk for CheY-unP.
Here, we compare μs-ms dynamics in CheY-P to CheY-unP. CheY sample buffers with 10 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) were used, even though CheY-unP is not fully saturated with Mg\(^{2+}\) at this concentration\(^{89}\) (CheY-P is), as partial saturation is expected under normal cellular conditions. Overall, there is a decrease in \(R_{ex}\) upon phosphorylation of CheY (Figure 3.3a) compared to CheY-unP in the presence of 10 mM Mg\(^{2+}\). Surprisingly, \(R_{ex}\) is not zero for CheY-P. In CheY-unP, dynamics on this timescale report on the switch between inactive and active states (Figure 2.3b).\(^{89}\) We would expect phosphorylated CheY to be fully switched to the active state and therefore have zero \(R_{ex}\). However, we see small amounts of \(R_{ex}\) throughout the protein and much of it localized to the β4-α4 loop and near to Y106 (Figure 3.3c). This indicates that CheY-P may be primarily in the active conformation but is able to switch to another conformation(s), such as the inactive state.

In CheY-unP, residues with dynamics on this timescale localize to the active site and allosteric pathways (Figure 3.3b). Upon phosphorylation, residues with dynamics are shifted towards the FliM binding interface (Figure 3.3c). While the allosteric pathway continues to have a small amount of \(R_{ex}\), many active site residues are diminished (Figure 3.3b) and a new low level of \(R_{ex}\) appears near to the FliM binding interface. The slow dynamics in CheY-P are indicative of its ability to access more than one conformation on the μs-ms timescale. Since CheY does not switch to the active state in a two-state concerted manner\(^{89}\), it is not surprising that a different selection of residues show motions in the phosphorylated state. CheY-P is likely locally accessing the inactive conformation in the regions of the allosteric pathway. By contrast, the new dynamics of CheY-P at the FliM-binding interface are monitoring motions not present in CheY-unP and may be indicative of CheY-P’s dynamics between multiple active-like states. It is possible that these are not new motions, but the timescale of the
motions has shifted. If this were the case, motions in CheY-unP may have been too fast to monitor by these experiments, but upon phosphorylation the motions become slow enough to be detectable.

![Figure 3.4. Backbone order parameters of CheY-unP. Residues with no data are due to no assignment, proline, or overlapped resonances. Error bars were determined by peak intensity analysis of duplicate experiments. The CheY secondary structure is displayed above.](image)

3.3.2 **Ps-ns dynamics become both more rigid and more flexible upon phosphorylation of CheY**

NMR $^{15}$N and $^2$H relaxation experiments were collected for CheY-P and CheY-unP to measure dynamic fluctuations on the ps-ns timescale. The dynamics report on the N-H bond vector for $^{15}$N relaxation and the methyl symmetry axis of a CH$_2$D methyl isotopomer for $^2$H relaxation. Model free analysis of the relaxation parameters yields the order parameter ($S^2$) for the bond vector which ranges from 0 (no orientational bias) to 1 (completely rigid).$^{46, 47}$ In addition to the order parameter, the effective correlation time ($\tau_e$) for the internal motion of the bond vector is obtained.
Figure 3.5. Changes in backbone order parameter upon phosphorylation of CheY. Colored bars indicate the difference is more than twice the error where blue is a rigidification and green becomes more flexible upon phosphorylation: $ΔS^2 = S^2_{\text{BeF}_{\text{bound}}} - S^2_{\text{free}}$. The CheY secondary structure is displayed above.

The backbone dynamics were measured utilizing $^{15}$N $T_1$, $T_2$, and $\{^1H\} - ^{15}$N NOE relaxation experiments. We found the CheY backbone to be rigid on the ps-ns timescale in areas of secondary structure. The order parameters for CheY-unP ranged from 0.66 to 0.94 with an average of 0.88 (Figure 3.4) which is consistent with previously reported values. Upon phosphorylation, backbone dynamics only change slightly throughout the protein (Figure 3.5). The small changes occur in both directions: some residues become more rigid and others become more flexible upon phosphorylation.

Figure 3.6. Methyl side-chain order parameters of CheY-unP. Error bars were determined by peak intensity analysis of duplicate experiments.
It is becoming increasingly clear that side-chain dynamics can reveal functional dynamics that are invisible to the backbone since side-chain dynamics are more heterogeneous and more sensitive to perturbation.\textsuperscript{99} \textsuperscript{2}H relaxation experiments\textsuperscript{94} were collected to measure the ps-ns dynamics of the methyl side chains of CheY-unP and CheY-P. The methyl order parameters ($S^2_{\text{axis}}$) ranged from 0.25 to 0.99 with an average of 0.71 for CheY-unP (Figure 3.6) Comparison of CheY-unP and CheY-P order parameters show larger changes in order parameter than the backbone, with some methyl groups with increased flexibility and some with increased rigidity upon phosphorylation (Figure 3.7a). Overall, it appears phosphorylation induces an slight increase in flexibility in CheY.

T87 and A88, which are located very close to the bound BeF$_3$, have increased rigidity upon phosphorylation. This is to be expected since binding pockets typically become more rigid upon ligand binding. Furthermore, the hydroxyl group of T87 and backbone of A88 form hydrogen bonds with the phosphate group. Therefore, it is not surprising that these particular methyl groups become more rigid. Other than at the active site, most changes in dynamics correspond to increases in flexibility upon phosphorylation. This is commonly seen and thought to compensate for the entropic penalty incurred by the rigidification of the active site residues.\textsuperscript{100,101} Many other residues exhibit changes in dynamics, although it is clear that much of the protein is silent (Figure 3.7c).

Furthermore, some methyl groups have a change in the correlation time as measured by $\tau_c$ (Fig. 3.7b) and many are not accompanied by a change in $S^2_{\text{axis}}$. Methyl groups with a change in $\tau_c$ are distributed throughout the protein with many near to the active site and FliM binding interface (Fig. 3.7d). The methyl groups with the largest change in $\tau_c$, L28, L43, and A113 do not undergo changes in $S^2_{\text{axis}}$ and are located far from the active site. This
Figure 3.7. Difference in ps-ns motions between CheY-unP and CheY-P. Change in the order parameter (a) and correlation time (b) upon phosphorylation with colored bars shown as colored spheres in (c) and (d), respectively. $\Delta S_{\text{axis}}^2 = S_{\text{axis}}^2(\text{CheY-P}) - S_{\text{axis}}^2(\text{CheY-unP})$ and $\Delta \tau_\theta = \tau_\theta(\text{CheY-P}) - \tau_\theta(\text{CheY-unP})$. Blue indicates an increase in rigidity upon phosphorylation, green is an increase in flexibility, and red is a change in $\tau_\theta$. Colored bars indicate a significant change determined by $\Delta S_{\text{axis}}^2 > 2\sigma$ or $\tau_\theta > 2\sigma$. 
phenomenon was also observed upon mutation in eglin c.\textsuperscript{97} A large change in $\tau_e$ without a change in $S^2_{\text{axis}}$ indicates a large change in the rate of rotation of the methyl group about the symmetry axis. Further interpretation of changes in $\tau_e$ is unclear, yet it remains a reliable measure of the changes in dynamics on this timescale.

3.3.3 The largest changes in ps-ns side-chain dynamics are along the allosteric pathway

The allosteric switch in CheY and other RR\$s has been well characterized as a conformational change between inactive and active states.\textsuperscript{27, 35, 39, 40, 59, 89} It is this conformational switch (which is triggered by phosphorylation) that allows increased activity at a distal site. In CheY, the location of the conformational change as seen in numerous crystal structures\textsuperscript{27, 37, 44} and confirmed by numerous mutational studies\textsuperscript{32, 74, 102} centers around the initial sensing by T87 and A88. These residues couple to the movement of the $\beta_4-\alpha_4$ loop (especially E89), rotation of W58 about $\chi_2$, rotation of M85 about $\chi_1$ and, most importantly, inward rotamer selection of Y106. This conformational switch can be monitored by NMR relaxation experiments (above).

The largest changes in side-chain methyl ps-ns dynamics upon phosphorylation occur in this region (indicated by the oval in Fig. 3.8). Not only are there changes at T87 and V107 (adjacent to Y106 motion), but also large changes at M85 and A88. In addition to V107, there are significant changes to I95 which contacts Y106, is involved in FliM binding, and alters CheY’s activity when mutated.\textsuperscript{80} This further confirms the involvement of T87, A88, M85, Y106, and I95 in the conformational change and allosteric signaling upon phosphorylation.
Figure 3.8. Largest changes in ps-ns dynamics localize to the region of allosteric conformational change. (a) Methyl groups with a change in ps-ns dynamics upon phosphorylation are shown as blue spheres. A gradient color scheme is used in which the largest ΔS^2 axis are darkest blue and lightest colors indicate a change in τ_e without a change in ΔS^2 axis. Residues with a change in both S^2 axis and τ_e are shown according to ΔS^2 axis. A region that contains many large changes in ΔS^2 axis and τ_e that corresponds to the allosteric conformational switch are enclosed by the oval. (b) The locations of residues active in the allosteric switch (red), FliM binding (green), or mutation (purple) have their methyl groups shown as spheres.

The remainder of the β4-α4 loop shows a mixture of rigidification and flexibility upon activation. Although the ²H methyl relaxation experiments yield no information on side-chain dynamics of E89, a small but detectable increase in the backbone NH S^2 from 0.82 ± 0.02 to 0.87 ± 0.01 was observed for this residue (Figure 3.5), consistent with the formation of a hydrogen bond between the side-chain hydroxyl of Y106 and the backbone carbonyl of E89 upon activation. Interestingly, the C^β S^2 axis of A90 is unusually low for both inactive and activated states, at a value of ~0.67 ± 0.01, compared to the CheY average
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of 0.86 for alanine. No backbone $S^2$ values were obtained for A90 due to spectral overlap, but the low $S^2_{axis}$, as well as the low NH $S^2$ of 0.66 ± 0.01 for K91 (of the inactive state), suggest that A90 and K91 are quite flexible in the inactive state. Together, these data indicate that in general the β4-α4 loop is flexible, but rigidification of the backbone at E89 upon phosphorylation does not affect the flexibility of the A90 Cβ.

3.3.4 Small significant changes in ps-ns side-chain dynamics are in distal regions associated with CheY function

Many methyl groups with a small, but significant change in methyl order parameter or a change in correlation time are near to the active site yet are not known to be involved in the allosteric switch or coordinating the Mg$^{2+}$ or BeF$_x$. For example, M17 and M60 have a small increase in $S^2_{axis}$ and a small change in $\tau_c$, respectively. These residues are both near to the active site (Fig. 3.8b) but are not considered active site residues. In the CheY $^{15}$N-$^1$H HSQC, M60 is a broad peak and has a large chemical shift change upon Mg$^{2+}$ binding and subsequent BeF$_x$ binding. Therefore, M60 reports on the binding of these two ligands. Since M17 has been shown to be intolerant of mutation, it was proposed to play a role in the propagation of signal after phosphorylation. Furthermore, mutation of methionine to alanine at 17 produces significant changes in the chemical shift of Y106 and V107 more than 9 Å away (McDonald & Lee, unpublished), indicating its involvement in the allosteric pathway. Both M17 and M60 are not known to be directly involved in the allosteric signaling upon phosphorylation, but both seem to have functional importance. Their significant changes in side-chain dynamics on the fast timescale may be indicative of their involvement in the allosteric signaling.
Another methyl group that has only a change in $\tau_c$ without a change in $S_{\text{axis}}^2$ is A113. A mutation of A113 to proline causes increased activity in CheY as measured by increased clockwise flagellar rotation and FliM binding affinity. Alternatively, a mutation to asparagine at this position results in an increase of counterclockwise flagellar rotation. A113 is more than 17 Å from the bound BeF$_x$ and 12 Å from the bound FliM peptide (using pdb 1F4V). Mutations that affect CheY function at A113 are surprising since it is so far from the active site, FliM, and any residues involved in the allosteric transition. Therefore, it is especially interesting to observe a change in ps-ns dynamics upon phosphorylation in the methyl group of A113. Other nearby methyl groups also have perturbations to dynamics, such as I20, L24, I55, and L120 (all decrease in $S_{\text{axis}}^2$, Figure 3.7). All of these methyl groups localize to the pocket between the beta sheet and helices 1 and 5. The residues form a network between the active site and the FliM binding interface (Figure 3.8a). This suggests that the link between A113 and CheY function may be directly related to ps-ns dynamics associated with the side chains. To our knowledge, other than mutational studies of A113, this region of CheY or any RR has never been shown to be important for function.

3.3.5 Correlation of fast and slow motions in CheY

The relationship between the overall increase or decrease in flexibility of a protein on different timescales is not well understood. Here, by monitoring changes in both fast and slow dynamics upon phosphorylation, we hoped to shed light on this potentially complex relationship. Upon phosphorylation of CheY, we report an apparent decrease in slow dynamics with an overall slight increase in flexibility in the side chains on the fast timescale. However, we do observe an apparent increase in rigidity on both timescales in the active site.
This complex behavior in CheY demonstrates the difficulty in predicting the relationship between motions on different timescales.

Recent reports of changes in side-chain dynamics on the fast timescale link these changes to the function of the protein. These reports rely on the connection between fast dynamics and conformational entropy.\textsuperscript{6-9} For calmodulin,\textsuperscript{6} a PDZ domain,\textsuperscript{13} and catabolite activator protein\textsuperscript{14} changes in conformational entropy regulate the protein’s binding activity. In these cases, changes in the dynamics were detected throughout the protein as opposed to being localized to the active site. This global redistribution of side-chain motions has an overall effect on the conformational entropy of the system to affect protein function. Here, we report the changes in ps-ns dynamics of CheY are largely localized to the active site and residues in the allosteric pathway. In CheY, at least for the case of phosphorylation, there is not a global effect on the motions of the methyl side chains on the fast timescale as seen in these other cases.

In addition to the spatial restriction of changes in fast side-chain dynamics in CheY, there is segregation of residues that become more rigid from those that become more flexible. The largest rigidifications to ps-ns side-chain dynamics are in the active site with residues that become more flexible distributed nearby (Figure 3.7c). This localization of rigidifying residues may be necessary for the allosteric conformational switch in CheY. 9 of 13 residues with a change in ps-ns dynamics become more flexible upon phosphorylation and this is likely to entropically compensate for the large rigidifications in the active site.\textsuperscript{100, 101} Furthermore, CheY seems to be built for this kind of entropic compensation. All four methyl groups that become more rigid upon phosphorylation have low $S^2_{\text{axis}}$ values in CheY-unP compared to the average values for that particular methyl group. Most interesting is T87 C$^\gamma_2$
which has the largest increase in $S_{\text{axis}}^2$ and has an $S_{\text{axis}}^2$ value of 0.50 ± 0.04 in CheY-unP where the average CheY values for Thr C$^\gamma_2$ is 0.69. In the unphosphorylated state of CheY, many methyl groups, especially T87 C$^\gamma_2$ seem “poised” for the change in ps-ns dynamics upon phosphorylation. Residues that become more flexible do not seem to be “poised” (3 of 9 have high $S_{\text{axis}}^2$ values in CheY-unP), but nearly all (8 of 9) have less than average $S_{\text{axis}}^2$ values in CheY-P. Together, this suggests the entropic compensation in CheY may be a necessary element of the allosteric switch.

While the entropic compensation may be necessary in CheY, changes in the ps-ns dynamics caused by phosphorylation seem to be restricted to locations near to the active site. Many distal regions of CheY are silent on the µs-ms timescale and have little or no change in fast dynamics upon phosphorylation. For proteins that have been similarly studied on multiple timescales$^{14,103}$, there is a global impact on ps-ns dynamics upon perturbation. These proteins (in addition to others with reports of changes in ps-ns timescale dynamics upon perturbation$^6,13$) seem to readily spread changes in ps-ns dynamics throughout the protein. CheY’s unique ability to subdue this propagation of ps-ns dynamics changes may reflect a distinct mechanism by which proteins utilize ps-ns dynamics for function.

Localization of changes in fast dynamics at regions of allosteric conformational change is not surprising. This is due to the conformational change which causes a change in the chemical environment of a methyl group and the very responsive ps-ns side-chain dynamics being affected. In CheY, residues A113, M60, and M17 are in regions without large conformational change and do not have measureable slow motions. Nevertheless, the presence of modest changes in ps-ns side-chain dynamics at these residues suggests changes
in ps-ns dynamics in CheY go beyond the simple explanation of a mere effect from conformational change.

CheY reveals a mechanism that utilizes segmental motions on the timescale of the conformational change\(^{89}\) and colocalized changes in faster fluctuations upon that conformational change. This correlation of motions on different timescales in CheY sheds light on the importance of the relationship between multiple timescales of motion. The nature of the relationship and how it results in allosteric function is still poorly understood. Utilization of CheY mutants may yield additional information to better understand the relationship between timescales in an allosteric signaling protein.
CHAPTER 4

ACTIVATION MECHANISM OF ACTIVATING MUTANT A113P CORRELATES FAST AND SLOW DYNAMICS OF CHEY

4.1 Introduction

Allostery is a common mechanism for signal transduction and the regulation of cellular pathways. Dynamics occur over a range of timescales and are crucial to the allosteric function; however, it is not understood how the dynamics contribute to the allosteric mechanisms. Furthermore, dynamics occur over a range of timescales and the relationship between these dynamics and how they together affect protein function is unclear. Dynamics on a slow (μs-ms) timescale typically affect an allosteric protein’s function by a conformational switch between an inactive (I) and an active (A) conformation. Additionally, fast fluctuations about a mean conformation have been shown to be important for function in a number of proteins.\textsuperscript{6,13,14} Dynamics on different timescales are typically studied separately, yet there could be a link between them that is important for protein function and specifically for allosteric signaling. Therefore, there is a need for multi-timescale experimental dynamics data on allosteric proteins.

\textit{Escherichia coli} CheY is an excellent protein for the study of the relationship of dynamics and allostery. As a response regulator (RR) receiver domain, CheY is a small well behaved protein that has been studied extensively for its role in chemotaxis regulation. CheY is composed of only a single domain and upon phosphorylation by its two-component system
partner, the histidine kinase CheA, binds to the flagellar motor. Binding of CheY to the flagellar motor protein FliM causes a change in the rotation of the flagella to clockwise.

Unphosphorylated CheY is in a dynamic equilibrium between inactive (and inactive-like; I) conformation(s) and active (and active-like; A) conformation(s). It was previously shown that this conformational change is not a simple two state switch, but occurs in a segmental manner (Chapter 2). Furthermore, changes in the methyl dynamics on a fast timescale (ps-ns) upon phosphorylation correlate to the regions of conformational change (Chapter 3). This indicates a possible connection between dynamics on multiple timescales is important in the allosteric mechanism in CheY.

![Figure 4.1. Location of P113 compared to the site of phosphorylation.](image)

Mutation of alanine 113 to proline in CheY is an activating mutation based on non-chemotactic behavior resulting from increased clockwise rotation of flagella. This behavior could be due to a number of changes in CheY and its interactions with CheA, CheZ and FliM. Bourret and coworkers suggest mutation of A113P causes the I-to-A equilibrium in CheY to be shifted toward the active conformation determined by an increased
autophosphorylation rate, increased binding to FliM, and increased binding to CheZ.\textsuperscript{74} A113 is located at the start of α5 distal from the site of phosphorylation (Figure 4.1). It is unclear how a mutation in this location could cause a shift in the conformational equilibrium. Here, we observe the dynamics of CheY A113P on a range of timescales to gain further insights into the allosteric mechanism of WT CheY. Determination of the activation mechanism of this mutant may lead to an increased understanding of the intramolecular interactions of the WT protein. Chemical shift perturbation and relaxation dispersion data of A113P support A113P’s shift toward the active population. Changes in fast timescale dynamics upon mutation to A113P in the unphosphorylated state are significant for a number of methyl groups. Many of these changes occur in the same methyl groups in which changes were noted upon phosphorylation of WT CheY. This indicates, according to the fast dynamics of the protein, a similar activation process occurs whether the protein is activated by A113P mutation or BeF\textsubscript{x} binding. Together, this is further validation of an important connection between dynamics on multiple timescales in the allosteric transition in CheY.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Protein Expression and Purification

Overexpression and purification of \textit{E. coli} CheY was carried out as previously described (Section 2.2). The CheY plasmid was transformed into BL21 Star (DE3) cells (Invitrogen) and grown in minimal media utilizing the appropriate isotopes. \textsuperscript{15}NH\textsubscript{4}Cl [99\%] and/or D-glucose [U-\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{6}-99\%] were used to get the appropriate labeling. Additionally, samples were grown in partial \textsuperscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}O to yield approximately 60\% \textsuperscript{2}H and >80\% \textsuperscript{2}H incorporation for \textsuperscript{2}H relaxation and \textsuperscript{15}N CPMG relaxation dispersion, respectively. Pure
CheY was concentrated and stored at 4 °C in NMR buffer (50 mM NaPi, 10 mM MgCl₂, 0.02% NaN₃, and pH 7.0). The A113P mutant was made by site-directed mutagenesis and assigned with triple resonance experiments.

4.2.2 NMR Spectroscopy

All NMR experiments were collected on 1 mM protein with NMR buffer. Samples with BeFₓ were made as previously described (Section 2.2). Relaxation dispersion experiments were collected at 15 °C while all others were at 25 °C. All NMR experiments were collected on Varian INOVA spectrometers equipped with room-temperature probes except for 600 MHz ²H relaxation of A113P-unP which was collected on a Bruker Avance Spectrometer. All NMR data were processed with NMRpipe and analyzed with nmrDraw and NMRView.

4.2.3 ¹⁵N CPMG relaxation dispersion

As previously described (Section 2.2), ¹⁵N relaxation dispersion experiments were collected using relaxation-compensated CPMG experiments. For unphosphorylated A113P (A113P-unP), relaxation dispersion experiments were collected at 500 and 700 MHz with a 40 ms total time and 13 unique τ₀ values, two duplicates and a reference experiment. Planes were collected interleaved and peak intensities were used to calculate \( R_{2,\text{eff}} \). For phosphorylated A113P (BeFₓ bound A113P; A113P-P) relaxation dispersion experiments were collected for τ₀ = 10 ms and τ₀ = 0.556 ms and an approximate \( R_{\text{ex}} \) is calculated as previously described (section 2.2).
Relaxation dispersion analysis of A113P-unP was in the same manner as WT (section 2.2). A two-state model was assumed to fit using the Carver-Richards equation using the in-house program exrate2.0.

4.2.4 $^{15}$N backbone and $^2$H methyl relaxation

Standard $^{15}$N relaxation experiments ($T_1$, $T_2$, and $\{^1\text{H}\}^{15}$N NOE) were used to measure the backbone ps-ns dynamics of A113P CheY at 500 MHz. For $T_1$ and $T_2$ experiments, 9 relaxation time points plus 3 duplicates were collected interleaved. A recycle delay was a 4.5 s saturation period plus a 100 ms pre-delay. For methyl side-chain ps-ns dynamics of A113P-unP, $^2$H relaxation was collected by $T_1$ and $T_{1\rho}$ experiments\textsuperscript{94} to measure IzCzDy and IzCzDz relaxation.\textsuperscript{95} Nine relaxation time points plus three duplicates were collected at 500 MHz and collected interleaved at 600 MHz.

In-house programs were used to fit relaxation decay curves to single exponentials. The model-free formalism was used to characterize the dynamics on the ps-ns timescale. Global tumbling of A113P-unP was measured to be 7.9 ns which is very close to the WT value of 8.1 ns (reported in Chapter 3\textsuperscript{104}). As described for WT above (Section 3.2), A113P backbone relaxation rates were fit to the standard model-free models and side-chain methyl dynamics were fit to reveal $S^2_{\text{axis}}$ and $\tau_e$ parameters.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 A113P CheY provides evidence for a two-state equilibrium in CheY

In order to further understand the activation mechanism of the distal site mutant A113P, we analyzed the chemical shift perturbations upon mutation and BeF$_x$ binding. As
discussed in Chapter 2, we found chemical shifts moved along a line for a number of residues (Figure 4.2). A protein in fast exchange between two states (I and A) will display a linear pattern of chemical shifts. Each peak will appear at the population weighted average of the two end states. Therefore, A113P-unP’s shift towards the BeF$_x$-bound WT peak supports the conclusion that A113P-unP has an increased population of the active conformation compared to WT-unP. To confirm the increased population of the active conformation, we measured the binding affinity of A113P-unP to FliM using fluorescence spectroscopy revealing a $K_d$ of 180 $\mu$M compared to WT-unP with FliM of 350 $\mu$M.

![Figure 4.2. Linear chemical shift perturbations of A113P and WT CheY. $^{15}$N HSQC overlay of CheY with a single peak highlighted from each spectra indicating E89 (A), Y106 (B), and V107 (C). Spectra are shown for the inactivating mutant T87I in 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (green), WT-unP with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (blue), WT-unP with 1 mM EDTA (red), A113P-unP with 10 mM Mg$^{2+}$ (orange), WT-P (purple), and A113P-P (pink). Previously shown as Figure 2.8.]

The dynamics associated with the conformational change between I and A in CheY were measured with $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments. Full relaxation dispersion experiments were carried out on the unphosphorylated A113P. We found many of the same residues to have significant dynamics on this timescale for A113P-unP as were reported for WT-unP. As with WT, fitting to the Carver –Richards equation indicates CheY is switching in a more complex manner than a simple two state switch. However, upon inspection of $R_{ex}$
values calculated from these experiments, we found for nearly every residue there is a high $R_{ex}$ in A113P-unP as for WT-unP (Figure 4.3, red and blue). An increase in $R_{ex}$ could be due to a decrease in $k_{ex}$, an increase in $\Delta \omega$, or a shift in the populations. Therefore, if we assume our end states (I and A) and $k_{ex}$ are unchanged, the increase in $R_{ex}$ is consistent with an increase in the active population.

Figure 4.3. Approximate $R_{ex}$ of A113P and WT CheY. Approximate $R_{ex}$ was calculated from $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments of WT-unP (red), A113P-unP (blue), WT-P (green), and A113P-P (purple). Residues are shown for which $R_{ex} > 1 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for any of the four states. All data is at 500 MHz.

Not only does A113P-unP shift in a linear manner, A113P-P also lines up with WT-unP and WT-P (Figure 4.2). In proteins switching between an inactive and active state, when provoked to the active state such as by phosphorylation (or BeF$_x$ binding), the protein is thought to switch completely to the active state. It is for this reason that CheY-P has been thought to be completely in the active conformation. By looking at the chemical shifts of A113P-P we find it is shifted further from the unphosphorylated CheY peaks. According to a two state equilibrium, this suggests A113P-P has a higher population of the active conformation than WT-P.
In Chapter 3, it was suggested that CheY-P was able to access the inactive conformation. Since the switch between inactive and active conformations, occurs on the μs-ms timescale, measurement of dynamics on this timescale in WT-P suggests a significant population of the inactive conformation. To probe whether A113P-P also has dynamics on this timescale, we measured $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion planes to calculate the approximate relaxation due to exchange ($R_{ex}$). We found A113P-P to have decreased $R_{ex}$ compared to WT-P (Figure 4.3, green and purple), supporting a decrease in the inactive conformation for A113P-P.

It is possible that A113P is switching between the inactive and active states accessed by WT, but the mutation could be causing a change in the end states of the equilibrium. Therefore, we used x-ray crystallography to determine the structure of A113P-P and took a closer look at the A113P-unP structure previously solved by Bourret and coworkers (PDB ID: 3OO1 & 3OO0). The crystals of CheY A113P in the presence of BeF$_x$ and Mn diffracted to 2.10 Å resolution with a final R factor of 20.2%. The crystals are in the p2$_1$2$_1$2$_1$ space group and two molecules are in the asymmetric unit. The two molecules are extremely similar to one another with a backbone RMSD of 0.10 Å. The conformation is very similar to the WT-P (BeF$_x$ & Mn bound; PDB ID: 1FQW) conformation with a backbone RMSD of 0.15 Å (Figure 4.4B). If a similar comparison is made to the WT-unP structure we calculate a backbone RMSD of 0.48 Å. Clearly, A113P-P is more similar to the phosphorylated conformation. A glance at the side chains reveals extremely similar packing. This suggests the active conformation for A113P is the same as WT. A similar comparison can be done for the unphosphorylated proteins showing A113P in the inactive state with Y106 in the “out” and “in” positions.
Figure 4.4 Crystal structures of A113P-unP and A113P-P. (A) An overlay of the two molecules of the asymmetric unit of A113P-unP (medium blue and dark blue) with WT-unP (red; PDB ID: 3CHY). (B) An overlay of the two molecules in the asymmetric unit of A113P-P (medium purple and dark purple) with the two molecules of WT-P (medium green and dark green; PDB ID: 1FQW).

Figure 4.5. Backbone ps-ns dynamics of A113P-unP. $^{15}$N relaxation of A113P-unP analyzed with model-free yields the order parameter, $S^2$ (top). Comparison of A113P-unP $S^2$ with WT-unP data showing significant ($\Delta S^2 > 2\sigma$) changes in blue (bottom).
4.3.2 A113P-unP dynamics on the ps-ns timescale

In order to further understand the activation mechanism of A113P CheY, we measured the ps-ns dynamics of the unphosphorylated protein. We collected $^{15}$N relaxation experiments at 500 MHz to measure relaxation of $T_1$ and $T_2$ in addition to the $\{^1\text{H}\}$-$^{15}$N NOE. By way of the model-free formalism, we found parameters to describe the dynamics of amide bond vectors throughout the protein. The order parameters, $S^2$, which is a measure of the flexibility, was found on average to be 0.83 (Figure 4.5A) where 1 is completely rigid and 0 has no orientational preference. Comparison to the WT-unP order parameter shows small changes in dynamics of the backbone on the ps-ns timescale (Figure 4.5B, blue). For the most part, the extent of these changes is comparable to the changes upon phosphorylation of WT (Figure 4.5B, blue & Figure 3.5). However, for A113P-unP compared to WT-unP 7 amides have a $\Delta S^2 > 0.05$ with two of those (49 and 79) > 0.1 compared to 4 amides having a $\Delta S^2 > 0.05$ between WT-P and WT-unP. Furthermore, for A113P-unP – WT-unP, nearly every significant change is negative indicating an increase in flexibility upon mutation. Conversely the changes between WT-unP and WT-P are in both directions. Therefore, this data indicates an overall increase in flexibility of A113P with is not seen in the WT-P. Unfortunately data for A113P-unP was only collected at a single field. Therefore, it is important to collect data at second field to check the reliability of the data presented here, since a poorly determined $\tau_m$ or bad model selection could yield inaccurate $S^2$ values.
Figure 4.6. Methyl side-chain ps-ns dynamics of A113P-unP order parameter values. $^2$H relaxation of A113P-unP analyzed with model-free yields the order parameter, $S^2_{axis}$ (top). Comparison of A113P-unP $S^2_{axis}$ with WT-unP data showing significant ($\Delta S^2_{axis} > 2\sigma$) changes in green (bottom). Methyl groups are shown for which data is available for both A113P-unP and WT-unP.

Side-chain dynamics are much more sensitive to perturbation and are more heterogeneous than the backbone. For, this reason, side-chain dynamics can reveal functional dynamics invisible to the backbone. $^2$H relaxation experiments were collected on A113P-unP at 500 and 600 MHz to monitor the ps-ns dynamics of the methyl side chains. The average order parameter is 0.67 with a range of 0.22 to 0.93 (Figure 4.6A). A number of methyl groups have a significant increase in flexibility or increased rigidity when compared to WT-unP (Figure 4.6B). The changes in dynamics are much larger for the methyl side chains than for the backbone upon activation by mutation to A113P. Most methyl groups experience an increase in flexibility upon mutation to A113P just like in the backbone. Additionally, from
these experiments we learn the internal correlation time for the methyl symmetry axis, $\tau_{e,\text{axis}}$ (Figure 4.7A). There are significant increases and decreases in $\tau_{e,\text{axis}}$ throughout the protein upon mutation of A113P for the unphosphorylated CheY (Figure 4.7B). Interpretation of changes in $\tau_{e,\text{axis}}$ is not as straightforward as for $S^2$, but is significant to the dynamics of the protein.

![Figure 4.7. Methyl side-chain ps-ns dynamics of A113P-unP internal correlation time values. $^2$H relaxation of A113P-unP analyzed with model-free yields $\tau_{e,\text{axis}}$ (top). Comparison of A113P-unP $\tau_{e,\text{axis}}$ with WT-unP data showing significant ($\Delta \tau_{e,\text{axis}} > 2\sigma$) changes in red (bottom). Methyl groups are shown for which data is available for both A113P-unP and WT-unP.](image)

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

4.4.1 Reconciling segmental switching with the two-state shifted equilibrium in A113P

The allosteric conformational switch in wild-type CheY was previously monitored with $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion (Chapter 2). We found the conformational change
between inactive and activate conformations to not be a simple two-state switch. The conformational change is likely a segmental switch in which local sites can independently access the active conformation. The support and explanation for this is discussed at length in Chapter 2. Here, we attempt to characterize the activation mechanism of the A113P mutation of CheY in order to gain an improved view of the allosteric switch in CheY. Assuming CheY is in a simple dynamic equilibrium between the inactive and active conformations, chemical shift analysis and approximate $R_{ex}$ measurement both suggest A113P-unP has a population shift towards the active conformation. Furthermore, this data indicates WT-P is not completely in the active conformation but upon mutation (A113P-P) it is able to reach a more fully active state.

Figure 4.8. Relative chemical shift of A113P-unP and A113P-P compared to WT. With WT-unP (red) set to 0 and WT-P (green) set to 1, the relative chemical shift is the fraction A113P-unP (blue) and A113P-P (purple) are shifted along the line including all 4 peaks. Residues are only counted for which $\Delta \delta > 0.1$ where $\Delta \delta = \sqrt{\Delta H N^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta N}{5}\right)^2}$ between WT-unP and A113P-P.

In order to resolve the paradox of the combination of the WT segmental switch and the A113P shift toward the active population, we take a closer look at the chemical shifts upon mutation to A113P. If A113P has a population shift toward the active conformation along a simple two state equilibrium, the whole protein would be in the new equilibrium between I and A. Therefore, every residue should have the same weight from the I and A
states to cause the chemical shift change. We would find every residue’s chemical shift to be the same fraction along the linear path. However, for CheY, we did not find consistent fractions of chemical shifts for A113P. Figure 4.8 displays a histogram of the fraction A113P-unP (blue) is shifted from the inactive WT-unP chemical shift (red) toward the active WT-P (green) for each residue. Also displayed is how much A113P-P is shifted past WT-P (purple) relative to WT-unP. There is a large variety in the fraction shifted for both A113P-unP and A113P-P which indicates the whole protein is not simply shifted to a new equilibrium of I and A. Together with the linear nature of the shifts, this supports the theory of segmental switching in CheY in which each residue is in an individual equilibrium between I and A states.

4.4.2 Activation by A113P and BeF₃ binding yield similar changes in ps-ns dynamics.

![Figure 4.9. Comparison of ΔS² axis for A113P-unP – WT-unP and WT-P – WT-unP.](image)

The weighted ΔS² axis is calculated as the ΔS² axis/error to emphasize large ΔS² axis values with small error. The significant changes are highlighted for A113P-unP – WT-unP (blue), WT-unP – WT-P (red), and both (purple). Methyl groups are only shown for which data is available for A113P-unP, WT-unP and WT-P. Significant changes are ΔS² axis > 2σ.
Changes in ps-ns dynamics of the methyl side chains upon mutation to A113P are located throughout the protein. Similarly changes in the side chain dynamics upon activation by BeF₅ binding are located throughout the protein. Surprisingly many of the significant changes are in the same methyl groups (Figure 4.9). Of the methyl groups of which we have data in all three states (WT-unP, WT-P and A113P-unP), 4 have significant changes upon activation by BeF₅ binding but not A113P mutation, 6 are significant for A113P mutation, but not BeF₅ binding, 8 are significant in both cases and the remaining 31 do not change for either activation mechanism. A Fisher’s exact test gives a P value of 0.0008 deeming this correlation extremely significant. Not only do 8 methyl groups have changes for both cases, 7 of the 8 change in the same direction where activation increases flexibility.

A113P is an activating mutation that has similar changes in ps-ns side-chain dynamics to the typical activation, by phosphorylation (BeF₅ binding). Since both cause activation of CheY, this pattern of (mostly) increases of flexibility is likely a necessary step in the activation of CheY. This indicates an important relationship between the ps-ns dynamics in CheY and the protein’s function. Typically proteins that undergo conformational changes are studied for their motions on that slow timescale. These results for CheY are a good indication that all timescales of motion could be at play to regulate a protein’s function.

While both A113P and binding of BeF₅ activate CheY, the extent of activation is very different. CheY-P is shifted nearly completely to the active (and active-like) states while A113P-unP still for the most part in the inactive conformation. Therefore, there is a disconnect between the conformational change and the change in the fast dynamics. In Chapter 3¹⁰⁴, we discussed at length the localization of changes in fast dynamics occur at regions of conformational change. Here, for A113P, we see similar change in ps-ns dynamics
without the large conformational shift to the active state (s) or the initial allosteric perturbation (BeFx binding).

These results show that A113P-unP is similar to WT-P in fast dynamics yet more similar to WT-unP in conformational equilbria and slow timescale dynamics. This disconnect highlights the important role of the fast timescale dynamics in the activation of CheY. This suggests that ps-ns dynamic changes could be just as important as the conformational switch in readying CheY for binding to FliM. Additionally this leads to possibilities of ps-ns dynamics priming or causing the switch in conformations. In order to more fully understand the interaction of dynamics on multiple timescales in CheY, it would be beneficial to study additional mutants that affect CheY’s function and dynamics in a variety of ways.
CHAPTER 5

HYDROGEN EXCHANGE USED TO SHOW LONG RANGE INTERACTIONS IN CHEY

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Long Range Interactions in Allosteric Proteins

Cellular regulation of protein activity is often achieved by means of an allosteric mechanism. At the root of allosteric signaling is the transduction of a signal from one site to a second distal site. This fundamental ability of an allosteric protein to communicate over a long distance is crucial to cellular regulation and signaling. Therefore, an increased understanding of how a signal is transduced across a protein is important in the overall understanding of allosteric mechanisms.

Two traditional models of allostery have been proposed, KNF and MWC, differing mainly in whether the activated conformation pre-exists (described in Chapter 1). Regardless of which mechanism of allostery is utilized, the protein must pass information from the initial perturbation site to the distally affected site. This long-range communication must occur through a pathway or network connecting the two sites. Therefore mapping of the interaction network is crucial to understanding the mechanisms of allostery. Numerous studies have been published utilizing MD simulations or other computational methods with little experimental results to define propagation networks within proteins. In other words, distal sites communicate through intermediary residues which are not random, but evolutionarily chosen to propagate the signal. It is important to gain experimental
information on long-range interaction networks within proteins to accompany the
computational studies. However, experimental determination of long-range thermodynamic
couplings has been limited to double mutant cycles.

5.1.2 Hydrogen Exchange Theory for Local Free Energy Changes

Amide hydrogen exchange is an excellent tool to gain information about local free
energy changes and to map these changes upon perturbation to a protein. Backbone amides
exchange with solvent protons, but when in a protected (“closed”) position in a protein
exchange cannot occur. Only when the protein changes to an “open” state is it able to
exchange with the solvent.\textsuperscript{110,111} Accordingly, the exchange reaction is resultant of a
structural fluctuation. Typically these fluctuations occur in one of two categories: 1) global
unfolding of the protein takes place and exchange occurs in the unstructured state and 2)
within the native state ensemble, local fluctuations cause a switch to an “open” state in which
exchange is able to occur.\textsuperscript{110,112} Once in an “open” state, exchange occurs at the rate for a
random coil ($k_{rc}$)\textsuperscript{113} such that

\[
\frac{k_{op}}{k_{cl}} \rightarrow \text{exchange}
\]  

(5.1)

where $k_{op}$ and $k_{cl}$ are the rate constants for opening and closing. Therefore, the exchange rate
constant, $k_{ex}$, for steady state conditions is

\[
k_{ex} = \frac{k_{op}k_{rc}}{k_{op}+k_{cl}+k_{rc}}.
\]  

(5.2)

This equation can be simplified by making one of two assumptions. In the first, $k_{cl} \ll k_{rc}$
(EX1 limit) which leads to an exchange rate of

\[
k_{ex} = k_{op}.
\]  

(5.3)
For the EX1 limit, every opening fluctuation leads to exchange. The second possible assumption is $k_{cl} >> k_{rc}$ (EX2 limit) which gives

$$k_{ex} = \left(\frac{k_{op}}{k_{cl}}\right) k_{rc} = K_{op} k_{rc} \quad (5.4)$$

where $K_{op} = k_{op}/k_{cl}$. The EX2 limit is common for stable proteins.\textsuperscript{114} If we use the EX2 limit assumption, we are able to calculate local free energy using

$$\Delta G_{HX} = -RT \ln K_{op} = -RT \ln(k_{ex}/k_{rc}). \quad (5.5)$$

Upon confirming CheY exchanges in the EX2 limit and we are monitoring local fluctuations instead of global unfolding, we are able to calculate local free energy change for hydrogen exchange for each of these residues.

\subsection*{5.1.3 Determining Long Range Thermodynamic Couplings with Hydrogen Exchange}

It is straightforward to calculate changes in $\Delta G_{HX}$ for each exchanging amide upon a perturbation to the system such as mutation:

$$\Delta \Delta G_{HX} = \Delta G_{HX}^{mut} - \Delta G_{HX}^{WT}. \quad (5.6)$$

In this manner we are able to calculate local changes in free energy throughout a protein upon a single site mutation. This type of analysis has been termed semi-mutant cycles\textsuperscript{115} as it has a strong similarity to the traditional double mutant cycles (Figure 5.1).\textsuperscript{116} In the familiar double mutant cycle, single site mutants and the corresponding double mutant are created to test for interaction between the two mutation sites (Figure 5.1A). If the effect from the sum of the two sites does not equal the effect from the double mutant this results as nonadditivity or coupling: $\Delta \Delta G(WT \rightarrow ij) \neq \Delta \Delta G(WT \rightarrow i) + \Delta \Delta G(WT \rightarrow j)$ where I and j are single site mutations. The sites are generally expected to be able to “sense” one another if close in space. However double mutant cycles are especially useful for probing long range
interactions where additivity is generally expected, but nonadditivity has been observed in many cases.116-118

Figure 5.1. Comparison of double mutant and semi-mutant cycles. (A) A double mutant cycle with two example mutations, Y106A and V21A. These mutations could be made to probe potential long range interactions in CheY between these sites. ΔΔG values are the difference in ΔG upon mutation where ΔG is a globally determined value. (B) ΔG determined by site specific hydrogen exchange rates. The indice I represents every exchanging amide in the protein. Therefore, the difference in ΔG (ΔΔG) for the V21A mutation will be calculated for every i.

A major problem with double mutant cycles is the large number of mutants needed to map out interactions throughout a protein since each coupling requires a separate cycle. In a double mutant cycle, energetic changes are measured as changes in a global transition. The ability to locally probe changes in free energy would provide localized information of changes upon mutation. This allows the ability to probe multiple sites located throughout a protein with a single mutation. NMR-based hydrogen exchange is an excellent tool for residue level thermodynamic information. Local free energy differences (ΔG_{HIX}) provide per-residue resolution to probe for multiple thermodynamic couplings from a single mutation. Therefore the difference in ΔG_{HIX} between WT and a mutant will report a potential thermodynamics coupling for every exchanging amide (Figure 5.1B).
5.1.4 Long Range Thermodynamic Couplings of CheY

CheY is an excellent protein for measurement of long-range thermodynamic couplings. Not only is there a lot of information pertaining to CheY structure, phosphorylation, and FliM binding, we also know information about the dynamics on multiple timescales. The extent to which CheY is studied will allow easy correlation between allosteric pathways mapped here and previously determined functionally important residues.

Clearly, there is interest in residues directly between the site of phosphorylation and FliM binding interface such as T87 and the β4-α4 loop. However, a recent report described a set of residues (the D1 switch) well conserved throughout all Rossmann fold proteins which localize to α1 and β2.\textsuperscript{119,120} In CheY, the D1 switch residues have never indicated any involvement in the allosteric signaling mechanism. However, it is possible for residues to be a part of an allosteric network without being close in space to either the site of phosphorylation or the FliM binding site. NMR-based hydrogen exchange is an excellent tool to probe for this potential interaction network within CheY.

In this work, we present preliminary findings utilizing NMR to measure residue-level resolution thermodynamic couplings. We seek to measure the hydrogen exchange rate and therefore the \( \Delta G_{\text{HX}} \) for CheY. The data reveals weak support for CheY being fully in the EX2 limit and only a small number of residues displaying local exchange behavior. The standard conditions selected were simply based on keeping consistent with all other NMR work on CheY. Therefore, optimization of conditions has a high possibility of improving the results and conclusions presented here.
5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Protein Expression and Purification

*Escherichia coli* CheY was overexpressed and purified as previously described (Section 2.2.1). The CheY plasmid was transformed into BL21 Star (DE3) cells (Invitrogen) and grown in minimal media supplemented with $^{15}\text{NH}_4\text{Cl} [99\%]$ for isotopic labeling. Pure CheY was concentrated and stored at 4 °C in the appropriate NMR buffer to be used in the HX experiment where the standard buffer is 50 mM NaP$_i$, 10 mM MgCl$_2$, and 0.02% NaN$_3$, pH 7.0. Mutant CheYs were made by way of site-directed mutagenesis PCR.

5.2.2 NMR Spectroscopy

All NMR hydrogen exchange experiments were collected at 25 °C on a Varian INOVA 500 MHz with a room-temperature probe. The data were processed using NMRpipe$^{62}$ and visualized with NMRDraw and NMRView.$^{63}$ Assignments of wild-type CheY under standard conditions were previously determined (Section 2.2.2). For samples with a change in pH, addition of GdmCl, or mutation, assignments were determined by choosing the nearest peaks or following peak shifts upon increased change from the standard conditions.

5.2.3 Hydrogen Exchange

Protein in 100% H$_2$O NMR buffer were passed through a NAP-5 column packed with Sephadex G25 equilibrated with 90% D$_2$O NMR buffer. Under standard conditions, the NMR buffer is 50 mM NaP$_i$, 10 mM MgCl$_2$, and 0.02% NaN$_3$, pH (or pD$_{corrected}$) 7.0. In cases with an addition of GdmCl or a different pH from the standard conditions, both the 100% H$_2$O and 90% D$_2$O buffers reflect the change. Therefore, there will be no difference in
conditions upon exchange to the D₂O buffer. After completion of the experiment the pH was confirmed and corrected. Gentle pressure was applied to quickly pass the protein through the column and the samples were hurriedly transferred to an NMR tube and placed in the spectrometer. ¹H-¹⁵N HSQC pseudo-3D spectra were acquired with a single plane acquisition requiring 5.9 minutes. Time points were collected for 30-45 hours. Peak intensities were extracted from each plane and fit to a simple three-parameter monoexponential. Peak intensity error was calculated from root mean square base plane noise for each plane. For free energy calculations for the mutational analysis, EX2 limit was assumed despite the weak support and the exchange rates and Molday factors were used. Therefore the changes upon mutation of the local free energy change (ΔGₖₓ) can be calculated as in equation 5.6.
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**Figure 5.2.** ¹H-¹⁵N NMR spectra of CheY undergoing hydrogen exchange. Spectra collected under standard conditions after approximately 3 minutes (A), 11 hours (B), and 44.5 hours (C).

### 5.3 Results and Discussion

#### 5.3.1 Hydrogen exchange under standard conditions

In an attempt to measure long range thermodynamic couplings, we collected NMR-based hydrogen exchange (HX) experiments of CheY. Successive ¹H-¹⁵N HSQC spectra were recorded and decreasing peak intensity due to the amide exchange of H₂O to D₂O followed (Figure 5.2). Under standard CheY NMR conditions (10 mM MgCl₂, pH 7.0, and...
25°C), 82 residues are not overlapped and of these 56 residues exchange slow enough to be fit (Figure 5.3).

![Figure 5.3. Peak intensity change over time during hydrogen exchange.](image)

While many residues display exponential decays of intensity (Figure 5.3A & 5.3B), a number of residues have an increase in intensity at early time points (Figure 5.3C & 5.3D). This phenomenon is most prominent in data collected in the standard conditions for wild-type CheY. Mutation and the addition of GdmCl noticeably reduce the intensity increase. An additional variable that seems to have an effect is the starting concentration although a direct comparison is not available. It is hypothesized that this increase in intensity is somehow related to the high starting concentration of CheY (3-4 mM). In some way, interaction between CheY molecules causes slow tumbling and selective decreased peak intensity which is subsequently relieved upon dilution. All residues displaying an increase of peak intensity were fit to an exponential decay after all time point data were removed that displayed this phenomenon.
5.3.2 pH dependence of hydrogen exchange in CheY

In order for the exchange kinetics to be used to study the equilibrium between open and closed states, the protein must be in the EX2 limit ($k_{cl} \gg k_{re})$. In this limit, chemical exchange is the rate limiting step and the equation for the exchange can be simplified (Equation 5.4). We are then able to calculate the free energy of exchange ($\Delta G_{HX}$, Equation 5.5) and therefore thermodynamic couplings (Equation 5.6). The ability to correlate the hydrogen exchange rate with free energy depends on the protein being in the EX2 limit.

The exchange behavior of CheY was determined by measuring the pH dependence of exchange rates of each amide in the protein.\(^{121}\) For the EX2 limit, $k_{ex}$ is proportional to the concentration of $H^+$. Therefore, we would expect a straight line with a slope of one and an intercept at the difference in pH when $\log(k_{ex})$ is plotted for each experiment (Figure 5.4).

![Figure 5.4. Dependence of hydrogen exchange rate on pH in CheY. Each dot represents a single residue in CheY. The blue line indicates pH independence and the EX1 limit while the red line is complete pH dependence and the EX2 limit.](image-url)
HSQC-based hydrogen exchange experiments were collected for CheY under standard conditions (pH 7.0), pH 6.65 (not shown), and pH 6.15. A comparison of exchange rates for pH 7.0 and 6.15 reveals that nearly all measurable CheY residues have a pH dependence (Figure 5.4). However, a number of residues do not have a pH dependence or do not have the expected change for the EX2 limit. An additional troubling fact is that while most residues have a pH dependence, only a few residues have the change expected from a 0.85 pH change (red line in Figure 5.4). These data reveal that CheY is likely either in the EX2 regime but poor data yields a poor correlation, or CheY is not quite to the limit of $k_{cl} >> k_{rc}$. This means all further interpretation of data in these conditions may not be completely accurate since we are not able to completely propagate the free energy change from the exchange rates. However, we know that CheY is nearly to the EX2 limit and therefore we can make qualitative conclusions from further analysis of the data. Furthermore, these preliminary results indicate further testing would be useful since EX2 limit may be better realized at lower pH values.

5.3.3 GdmCl dependence of hydrogen exchange in CheY

In order to gain information about the thermodynamic couplings throughout CheY, we are interested in obtaining local perturbations to free energy. Therefore, it is crucial to distinguish between hydrogen exchange rates that are monitoring local fluctuations in protein structure and positions that are undergoing a global unfolding mechanism. Residues that undergo hydrogen exchange influenced by only local exchange have the simplest interpretation for determination of local free energy changes. These residues are determined by adding a destabilizing agent (guanidinium hydrochloride; GdmCl), and monitoring the
dependence of the hydrogen exchange rate. Amides that are dependent on GdmCl concentration are exchanging via a global mechanism where amides that are GdmCl independent at low GdmCl concentrations exchange via a local mechanism. All amide $k_{ex}$ values are expected to be dependent on GdmCl at high GdmCl concentrations since the protein will begin to unfold.

![Figure 5.5. Free energy of hydrogen exchange dependence on GdmCl concentration.](image)

Figure 5.5. Free energy of hydrogen exchange dependence on GdmCl concentration. The black represents an average of residues with strong dependence on GdmCl concentration. Lines are fits to the equation $\Delta G_{HX}(\text{GdmCl}) = \Delta G_{HX}(0) - a \ln(1 + b[\text{GdmCl}])$ where $a$ is proportional to the number of denaturant binding sites and $b$ is the denaturant binding constant.140

For CheY, HSQC-based hydrogen exchange experiments were collected at 0, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 M GdmCl (Figure 5.5). Most residues were highly dependent on the concentration of GdmCl even at the low concentration of 0.2 M indicated by the black line in Figure 5.4. However, a handful of residues indicate an independence from GdmCl at low concentrations. Similar to the comparison at multiple pH values, these data have a higher amount of variability than desired which limits the conclusions we can make. It is clear that a number of residues exchange at least partially through a local mechanism. However, there are only a small number of these residues, so this limits the locations throughout CheY that we are able
to monitor. It is possible that by varying the conditions we can find additional residues that yield a high amount of dependence on local rather than global fluctuations. Therefore, we conclude that this result is promising but optimization of conditions is necessary to yield results for quantitative comparison to mutant CheY.

5.3.4 Long range couplings probed by V21A and F8V CheY mutants

Despite a lack of a strong support for CheY being in the EX2 limit (Figure 5.4) and a small number of residues exchanging via a local mechanism (Figure 5.5), our overall goal is to use single site mutations to probe for long-range thermodynamic couplings. Specifically, we are interested in any linkage between the α1 helix (D1 switch) with the active site, FliM binding interface and known allosteric network residues (see further explanation above). We choose two mutants to test, V21A because it is in α1 and F8V which is in β1 and backs against α1. Both sites are part of the D1 switch with the conserved switch amino acid being valine for both 21 and 8.

We measured HSQC-based hydrogen exchange for V21A and F8V CheY under standard conditions. Despite all of the caveats covered above, we calculated the change in free energy upon mutation. For both mutants, we found in nearly every case there to be a decrease in ΔG_{ex} in the mutant compared to the same residue in the wild-type CheY with changes as large as 3 kcal/mol. This indicates these mutations are likely globally destabilizing to CheY and this destabilization is being reflected in the ΔG_{ex} values. It is difficult to make further conclusions with this data due to the large impact of the global fluctuations on the exchange rates of the protein.
5.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, preliminary results for measuring NMR-based amide hydrogen exchange rates in CheY are encouraging. Our initial conditions chosen did not yield data displaying strong pH dependence for the EX2 limit. Neither did it reveal a large number of residues with GdmCl independence at low concentrations indicating exchange via a local mechanism. Therefore, a search for ideal conditions is necessary for both realizing an EX2 limit and an increased number of dominantly locally exchanging residues. These results are a solid base for the promising investigation of long range interactions in CheY.
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The purpose of the work presented here is to increase the understanding of allosteric mechanisms in proteins by study of the model protein CheY. The focus is on interpretation of the dynamics and how they relate to the protein’s structure and function. The study observes the dynamics of CheY on two timescales. First, $^{15}$N CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments were used to monitor CheY dynamics on the μs-ms timescale which is the timescale of conformational change. Second, $^{15}$N and $^2$H relaxation experiments were used to monitor the dynamics on a fast timescale (ps-ns) related to bond librations and rotamer switching. Together, the data we have obtained on CheY in a variety of states (unphosphorylated, phosphorylated, and mutated) and on multiple timescales has led to an increased understanding in the allosteric mechanism of CheY.

6.1 Allosteric switch between inactive and active conformations

Chapter 2 focuses on the allosteric transition of CheY between inactive and active conformations. Until recently, CheY was thought to undergo a simple concerted switch between inactive and active states. Therefore, it was surprising when we found this not to be the case. The result that CheY switches in a segmental, asynchronous manner allows us to take a fundamental step towards understanding allosteric mechanism. Therefore, it is important to gain an even better understanding of the conformations and dynamics involved in CheY’s transition between inactive and active states. In order to do this, collection of
relaxation data on additional nuclei to measure dynamics on this μs-ms timescale could be used in conjunction with the $^{15}$N data to fit to more complex switching (3 state). Another way to probe the dynamics on this timescale would be analysis of mutants. A113P proved to be a valuable mutant due to its distal location. Additional mutants could be effective: Mutation at Y106 to F (inactivating) or W (activating) could be beneficial since they affect a large conformational change (Y106 “in” and “out” switching). These mutations could lead to localized changes in the exchange.

In Chapter 2, we introduce the idea of the allosteric signaling quartet which includes W58, M85, E89, and Y106. M85 and W58 were previously not identified to have particular importance to the allosteric switch. Therefore, to support their significance to the allosteric switch, it would be beneficial to probe their position in CheY such as by the M85A mutation. To my knowledge, the effect of mutation at position M85 has never been measured in any capacity. Therefore, measurement of CheY activity (assessed by FliM binding, autophosphorylation rate, and flagellar rotation) along with dynamics measurements could lead to valuable insights into the exact role of M85 along with W58.

$\text{Mg}^{2+}$ binding to CheY has a unique effect on the dynamics at intermediate $\text{Mg}^{2+}$ concentrations as described in Chapter 2. Metal binding is extremely important for the function for a number of proteins. So, it is possible that metal binding is a widespread tool used to regulate or fine tune allosteric dynamics. To further understand the effect of $\text{Mg}^{2+}$ on CheY allostery, there are two possible directions for future experiments. First, full analysis of the dynamics at an intermediate $\text{Mg}^{2+}$ concentration could lead to important insights obtained from the dispersion curves and fit exchange parameters. Furthermore, utilization of the increased $R_{ex}$ by intermediate $\text{Mg}^{2+}$ concentration would lead to a number of new residues
whose $R_{ex}$ is high enough to be analyzed (> 2 s$^{-1}$). This could lead to a more complete picture of the dynamics occurring in CheY. Additionally, it is still not well understood how CheY is affected by the actual binding event of Mg$^{2+}$. A number of mutants could be used to probe this relationship. D13K is a mimic of the magnesium bound state. As stated in Chapter 2, A88 has a unique relationship with the Mg$^{2+}$, therefore a mutation at this location (such as A88V) could be used. Lastly, M17 is near to the site of Mg$^{2+}$ binding and in Chapter 3 the interesting effect on chemical shifts of a M17A mutation is described. This site may be an important link between Mg$^{2+}$, phosphorylation and the allosteric signaling residues.

Together, these mutants could serve as important tools for additional studies of the dynamics in CheY. These studies of the interaction of Mg$^{2+}$ with CheY may lead to an increased understanding of the relationship between the Mg$^{2+}$ binding and the transition between inactive and active conformations in CheY.

6.2 Relationship of fast timescale dynamics to CheY’s allosteric function

In Chapters 3 and 4, we examined the dynamics of CheY on a fast (ps-ns) timescale which is the timescale of bond librations and rotameric interconversion. Dynamics on this timescale have been shown to be important for the function for a number of proteins.$^{6,13,14}$ The study reported here is atypical due to having data on the dynamics of CheY on both a fast and slow timescale; only a handful of studies have been reported with protein dynamics measured on both of these timescales. Furthermore, the discussion of the relationship between fast and slow timescale dynamics is nearly absent from the literature. Therefore, the publishing of Chapter 3 may lead to the increased dialogue of how multi-timescale dynamics
interrelate. Understanding this relationship is a crucial step in understanding how they together contribute to the function of the protein.

While the observations of dynamics in WT and A113P CheY lead to interesting insights, there are many questions that follow. It is clear that dynamics on both timescales are important for the allostery in CheY, but the nature of the relationship is unclear. Do the dynamics on one timescale or the other occur first and cause the change in the other? We could imagine two scenarios: the change in conformations induced by the slow timescale dynamics results in the change in fast dynamics or the change in fast timescale dynamics provokes the shift in populations of conformations. In order to start to answer these questions, utilization of additional CheY mutants could be beneficial. A mutant that may lead to separation of slow and fast timescale dynamics could be ideal. For instance, T87I CheY is an inactivating mutant yet is still able to be phosphorylated. This allows separation of the initial phosphorylation signal from the resulting output. Mutation at residue Y106 could lead to similar perturbation of the slow dynamics and fast dynamics.

6.3 Utilization of preliminary hydrogen exchange results

Preliminary results from NMR hydrogen exchange experiments for identification of long range communication are reported in Chapter 5. In performing these experiments, we encountered more problems than expected. However, improvement in the data collected is likely since no time was spent in identifying ideal conditions. Instead, conditions were used to be consistent with all of the other NMR data reported here. In continuing collection of hydrogen exchange experiments on CheY, the first step should be to identify the best
conditions for EX2 and local exchange. This could be done with a change in buffer conditions such as lower pH or addition of a stabilizing agent.

A limitation in performing hydrogen exchange experiments is in limiting the dead time between introduction of D$_2$O and data collection. A technique often used to minimize the dead time in hydrogen exchange experiments is lyophilization. This technique was not attempted with CheY since the low dead times of the data reported here (3-5 minutes) made attempting this unnecessary. Another limitation in these experiments is signal to noise and collection time. All of the data here was collected on a room temperature Inova 500 MHz spectrometer. Switching to a cryo probe will increase the sensitivity. Additionally a change in pulse program could lead to a decrease in experiment time.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

The results reported here focus on the dynamics of CheY on the μs-ms and ps-ns timescale in the unphosphorylated and phosphorylated states. However, there are a number of additional directions that could be helpful in understanding the allosteric transition in CheY. CheY interacts with a number of other proteins such as the flagellar motor protein FliM, the histidine kinase CheA and the phosphatase CheZ. The interactions between CheY and these proteins and how they affect the allosteric dynamics in CheY could be an important aspect in understand CheY’s allosteric mechanism. The crystal structure of an intermediate conformation of CheY described in Chapter 2 contains unphosphorylated CheY bound to FliM. This complex would be especially interesting to study. However, it would be a major challenge since the binding affinity of FliM to the unphosphorylated CheY is not very tight. Finding ideal conditions to study the complex by NMR may be difficult; however the result
may be very insightful. As NMR techniques have progressively improved, it is now possible to collect experiments in smaller and smaller time. Therefore, the ability to study the phosphorylated (actual phosphorylation, not BeF₃-binding) CheY may be possible. The fast autodephosphorylation rate of CheY (2.5 min⁻¹) leads to a very short half-life of the phosphorylated protein. Measurement of phosphorylated CheY may be possible in the near future. Lastly, the work of numerous other scientists including the Bourret lab has given us a rich base of crystal structures and ever increasing knowledge of the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation process. Continued collaboration is important for the measurement of structural and functional information of the CheY mutants proposed above. This is a necessary component in order to understand the full picture of the allosteric mechanism present in CheY.

Understanding how dynamics relate to a protein’s allosteric function is a more complex endeavor than simply measuring its two-state switch. The results presented here suggest a complex segmental switch between inactive and active conformations in CheY in which dynamics on the fast timescale are also important in the transition. These conclusions serve as a solid base for future experiments in order to further utilize CheY as a model system for the understanding of allostery.
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